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Air. travel here still hampered by dispute 
'..By ED YuDIN to Digby Island, effectively preventing passengers Johnson claimed full weather and runway con- allegations that weather information and runway 
Herald Staff Writer 
Air travel in the northwest remains In a quagmuire 
today, despite Monday's injunction ordering 
designated air radio' operators back to worz. • - 
Day flights at the Terrace-Kitimat airport were 
onee again operating with a degree of norm~ty,  
though the morning flights will be departing tater man 
~sual due to the continued shutdown of the Prince 
Rupert airport. Air radio operators who arenow 
considered as 'designated' continue to picket he tarry 
F ' - -  • 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove ltd., Pr, Rupert 
624-5839 
• WE BOY copper, brass, all metals, 
batleries, etc. Call us, We are 
open Mon. through Sat.,. 8 a.un.-5 p.m. 
from reaching the airport. Prince Rupert travellers 
are being bussed to the Terrace.Kitimat irport. 
Meanwhile, the executive of the Kitimat-Terrace 
District Labour Council has Issued a statement of 
support for the air radio operators. Paul Johnson, the 
secretary of the council, says C.P.Air has been flying 
under conditions the council considers unsafe. 
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ditions were not being forwarded to both incoming and 
outgoing flights. 
Peter Chettle, the manager of C.P.Air in Terrace, 
dealed Johnson's allegations, claiming hazardous 
flying conditions did not exist at any time in the 
dispute. 
"We're asking people not to use the service at the "As far as C.P.Air is concerned, as far as fire 
airport until the dispute with the air radio operators i • regulations and getting our weather, we are well 
within the safety laws," he confirmed. Chettle says resolved." he said. 
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A year ago Terrace was battling floods. See photos pages 10 and 11 
Clark may call 
election first 
ST. JACOBS, Ont, (CP) -- 
If Opposition Leader Pierre 
Trudeau persists during the 
winter in bringing Canada to 
the brink of an election, 
Prime Minister Clark may 
decide to call one himself, 
says the Conservatives' 1979 
national campaign director. 
Speaking Monday at a 
party meeting in this 
community near Kitehener, 
Ont., Senator Lowell Murray 
said no one wants an election 
during the winter but the 
party should be prepared for 
one if Clark decides Trudeau 
has made it impossible forll 
work to be done in Parlla: 
ment. 
Noting that there'.have 
been two non-co~idence 
motlons since Parliament 
opened Oct. 16 -- with a thlrd 
scheduled today -- Murray 
said any more motions will 
result in a "supercharged 
political atmosphere." 
The Liberals and New 
Democratic Party have each 
had their non-confidence 
motions defeated hy the 
Conservative minority 
government 
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OCELOT HEAD 
HERETO LOOK 
Roy Fisher, an executive of Ocelot Industries 
of Calgary, will visit Kitimat next week to 
determine if the municipality is right spot to 
locate his company's proposed $140 million 
menthanol plant. 
Skeets MLA Frank Howard has been in touch 
with Fisher and has offered to accompany him 
on his tour of Kitimat. Fisher has already ac- 
cepted a similar invitation from members of the 
Kitimat council. 
Ocelot officials are trying to decide between 
Prince Rupert and Kitimat for the site location. 
A final decision on whether to go ahead with the 
plant is expected by the end of November. 
conditions have not been made available to pilots is 
"incorrect". 
The labour council executive's recommendations 
will be voted on by the council membership on Nov. 15, 
including one resolution to declare the airport as 
~mfair'. 
"We have every intention of putting pressure on the 
federal government to act reasonably, in this affair, 
something they haven't seen fit to do," concluded 
Johnson. 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Boffles 
4~16 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
lOa.m,~ p.m. dallyexcept Sunday 
Frl.tlll9 p.m. 
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Hostages 
threatene d 
TEHRAN (CP) --  Students 
holding some 60 Americans 
hostage in the U.S. embassy 
here today threatened to kill 
them if Washington took any 
action, military or other- 
wise, to secure their release. 
A communique from the 
students read over state 
radio, said: "The spies who 
are our hostages are very 
well taken care of and we 
declare to America that any 
military or non-military 
action will cause the 
elimination of all the .hos- 
tages." 
The communique, ad- 
dressed to the Iranian 
Moslem nation, said: "T~e 
spying and plotting centre of 
the United States will be in 
our hands until the final 
conclusion." 
The students, who have 
been holding the hostages for 
more than 48 hours, are 
demanding the extradition of
th~dep~ed shah to face ~ial 
' before a' revolU~bimry court 
in Iran. 
Tehran newspapers today 
published photographs of 
male hostages, blindfolded 
and with their hands tied, 
being exercised in the em- 
hassy grounds. 
The students have called 
on Iranians to track down 
and detain U.S. charge 
d'affaires Bruce Laingen, 
who was not in the embassy 
when it was stormed last 
Sunday. 
The demonstrators t01d 
Laingen to come out "/rom 
your hiding place" and 
surrender as soon as passible 
"because your secret 
(wireless) contacts with 
Washington will be of no 
help." 
However,' Laingen has 
been holed up at the Iranian 
foreign ministry, negotiating 
with the government of 
Premier Mehdi Bazargan 
since Sunday. 
Meanwhile, Bazargnn re. 
signed today because of 
Ayato l lah  Ruho l lah  
Khomeini's escalating anti- 
American campaign and 
continuing interference in 
state affairs, and Khomeini 
directed his Revolutionary 
Council to take over the 
government. 
Hassan Tabatabai, an 
official of the premier's 
office in Tehran, said 
Bazargnn, who has headed 
the government since the 
successful conclusion of the 
Iranian revolution last 
February, resigned because 
of "developments over the 
past few days as well as his 
physical tiredness." 
Tabatahai said Khomeini, 
the leader of the revolution 
WCB doubles 
safety checks 
The Workers Compensation Board has accepted a
recommendation from Skeena MLA Frank Howard, 
and have agreed to appoint a second safety inspector 
for industrial plants in the northwesh 
The inspector will be located in Terrace and is ex- 
pected to divide the workload with the present single 
inspector, also located in Terrace. The two men will be 
responsible for the entire northwest. 
"The vresent inspector is overworked and is u~able 
to do th'e full job," explained Howard. "They "will 
obviously be able to function twice as effectively as 
earlier." 
Howard said he made the request upon recom- 
mendation from the Kitimat-Terrace District Labour 
Council. 
and the supreme power in Revolutionary Council, his 
Iran, accepted . the chief instrument ofpower, to 
resignation and asked the take over the government. 
Rival charging 
pipeline delay 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  A 
rival company accused 
Foothills Oil Pipe Line Ltd. 
Monday of a "barefaced 
attempt" to delay National 
Energy Board public 
hearings on a pmpesal for a 
pipeline to bring Alaskan oli 
south. 
D. M. M. Goldie, la@yer 
for Trans Mountain Pipe 
Line Co., said at the 
resumption of hearings by 
the: federal regulatory 
agency that Foothills was 
putting up flimsy excuses to 
put his client at a disad- 
vantage. 
.... As the-:~sarlng:, began, 
Foothills'ai'k-~the board to 
,zll three new witnesses for 
questioning on the en- 
vironmental and safety 
aspects of Trans Mountain's 
plan to build an oil port at 
Low Point, on the U.S. side of 
Juan de Fuca Strait• 
"The purpose of this 
evidence is to support adead 
horse," said Goldie. 
referring to the Foothills 
proposal to use an allland 
pipeline from Fairbanks, 
Alaska, to Edmonton. 
Foothills recently with- 
drew its application tem- 
porarily, allowing hearings 
on the Trans Mountain 
proposal to go ahead. 
The Foothills proposal has 
an estimated cost of $1.6 
billion, while .the Trans 
Mountain plan, which would 
include a pipeline from Low 
Point to Edmonton, would 
cost $400 million. 
Gov't assured 
of Socred vote 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
minority Conservative 
.government appeared 
assured today of surviving a
Liberal attempt to defeat it 
in the Commons. 
The assurance came 
Monday night when Fabien 
Roy, leader of the five-man 
Social Credit group, in. 
dicated he would give con- 
ditional support to Prime 
Minister Clark in a Com- 
mons howdown at 9:45 p.m. 
EST. 
If all Conservatives show 
up for the vote, Social Credit 
support would be enough to 
overcome the combined 
opposition of the Liberals 
and New Democrats. 
Roy's conditions of sup. 
port, outlined in'a letter to 
Clark, were that he be 
guaranteed that Quebec and 
the Atlantic provinces have 
adequate fuel this winter, 
that the 700 independent fuel 
dealers in those provinces 
get sufficient fuel quotas and 
that their supply contracts 
will be renewed. 
"We are tired of hearing 
what' the government is 
going to do, and we want 
positive action." 
The vote is to be taken on a 
Liberal non.confidence 
motion that condemns the 
government because "it will 
cause severe economic 
hardship for the Canadian 
people this winter." 
The motion says the 
government is doing this by 
neglecting the possibility ofa 
fuel shortage, failing to 
support intergovernmental 
agreements on oil pricing 
and supply; its inability to 
conclude agreements pre- 
venting immoderate price 
increases in the future and 
its acceptance of record high 
interest rates. 
Terrace 
man f ined 
KAMLOOPS,  B.C. (CP) -- 
Thor Olaf Hammerstrom, 40, 
of Terrace, B.C., has been 
fined $2,500 and sentenced to 
a day in jail for possession of 
$6300 worth of hashish. 
Hammerst rom,  who 
pleaded guilty, was charged 
Oct. 25, 1978, after he passed 
out in a taxi and was taken to 
the police station by the cab 
driver. 
Police put Hammerstom in 
a cell, then found 672 grams 
of hashish when they 
searched a bag he had with 
him. 
Defence lawyer Peter 
Jensen told the county court 
trial Monday that Ham-  
merstrom is an alcoholic 
who had been fishing in the 
Kootenays, and had hired a 
man to drive him around. 
Jensen said the uniden- 
tified man bought the 
hashish which was put in the 
bag Hammerstrom took with 
him when he went to visit a 
friend in Kelowna. 
WHOOPS 
There's no point in 
doing anything other than 
confessing. We forgot he 
comic page. 
That's right, there's no 
point in looking for it. It 
just isn't there. 
We could try and blame 
it on the mail. One comic 
strip, Catfish, was 
delayed in transit. The 
truth is that there was an 
extra Catfish we cculcl 
have used. 
We had everything we 
needed for the page. The 
page was put through the 
way it normally was. It 
was not, however, 
assigned a page number. 
When the paper was 
nearly made up, we 
discovered the extra 
page. Nobedy's perfect. 
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I Leave guns at home [' R By JOHN FERGUSON the visit The huge security effort is Ballets Canadians at the 
Naticml Arts Centre,. at- flares illuminated ' the .O~ AWA (CP) -- Jimmy "Foreign security people just. me part of intensive LA PAZ (AP) -- Soldiers 
Carters Secret Service bed- are Just John Doe citizen preparatiom surrounding tended a state dinner at Gov- supporting Col. Alberto shanties. 
yguards must leave their when they are here," he the brief visit, timed to the eminent House, placed a Natusch's coup killed at A Roman Catholic priest 
guns behind on the said. "They havana right to minute, wreath at the naUeeal War lehst 15 demonstrators reported a Woman candy 
presidential aircraft when carryarms and I can assure Mem~inl, thrown a few against military rule, raising vendor was killed by a 
they arrive with him Friday you they adhere to it 100 per Carter arrives at 10 a,m, shovelR of dirt on a tree' at the death toll in this Bolivian soldier firing his automaUc 
for a 27.hour visit, cent," Friday and and before he Government House, met rifle from a distance of six 
The job of protecting the A spokesman in leaves about 1 p.m. the next briefly with the preu and capital to more than 60 in 
U.S, president will be Washington for the Secret . day he will have addressed a mingled with staff members flvedays as the new military metres. 
carried out by the RCMP Service said agents co- Joint se~sical of the House of from the U.S, embassy, sionalStr°ngmanpressurereSistedto resign.C°ngr s" nearlyD°Wnt°WnimpassableStreetSbecauseWere 
with the help of 11 local operate closely with the Commons and Senate, met There is room for rely 120 police forces. RCMP and have no hard twice privately- with Prime at the state dinner held in Soldiers and armored cars of pavingstone barricades 
and  a l i t t le  b i t  more  "It's governmentpolley,", feellngs about not belng able Minister Clark, held two Carter, s honor Friday attacked student demon-thrownupbydemonstrators 
• said an official in the RCMP to pack their .38 Smith and meetings with members ~ evening by Governor- strators in the downtown protesting the coup. A 
which is co-ordinating the Weald revolvers, the cabinet, met with Op- General Ed Sehreyer. Tick- area Monday with small general strike mat has shut 
eta are so tight that even the. arms and cannon fire. Then andd°WnminesbusinesseS'since th  coupfaCt°rieSlast massive job of erecting a • "We're in your country at position Leader Pierre 
"security bubble" around that time and we have to Trudeau, attended a special Government House "leader the soldiers moved into 
PORK SHOULDER Carter andhis family during obey your laws,'.' he said. performance of Les Granola WalterandPrivyC°uneB preside t,Baker, ca 'tgo. continuedhillside slum areas. F i r ing in to  the night as Frida~'.Thursdaywasextendeduntil 
Daisy creator dies those cabinet ministers who Kaunda feels pressured Smoked ,.vo, i6 YY CAMBRIDGE, air with hillbilly bluntneM, ~ebasisflrald[Broadway talks with Carter and his key LUSAKA (Reuter) --The Monday's announcement (AP) -- AI Capp, the car- was di~ontLmked two years musicalin1956. Cappearned advisers would get to go. . decision by Zimbabwe that the rail route carrying 
ago, after 48 years in the f~0,000 a year at his peak of Rhodesia to stop crucial e~n South African corn supplies toonlst who brought o life 
~11| for millions of readers the world's newspapen, fame. Twelve.year-old Amy supplies' to Zambia has to Zanlbia will be closed was 
Picnic Style world of Dogpateh, U.S.A., Cal~ created the dim. Hie outrageous atire of Carter will be in a chair on confronted President followed a few hours later 
whileearnlngaspeelalplace witted and blg.footed Li'l blowhardpolitielam, likehis the floor of the Commom Kenneth Kaunda wlth one of with the disclosure that Whole or Shank ~ u.s, folk culture, died Abner; blonde, Izmty Daisy babykisldngSenatorJaekS, along with Mrs. Carter, the most agonizing choices Kaunda is prepared to travel 
M~mday at the age of 70.. Mac; scrappy, pip~smoklng Phogbound, and. greedy Clark's wife Maureen Me- since he took office 15 years to London to help prevent a 
His comic strip Li'l Abner, Mammy Yokum and the all- businessmen, personified in 'leer, U.S. Secretary of State ago. breakdown i the Zimbabwe 
Portion P4,16 ks) ib ..oh Capp treed to lampom giving Slunoos. his Gen. Bullmoose -- Cyrus Vance, Zbigniew Either he agrees to the So- Rhodesia settlement con. 
• He made U.S. ImUtutlozzs "What's good for Gen. Brzezinski, U.S. national lisbury government's ferenee. . 
hypocrky and political hot d ~ bumbling detective Bullmoose is good for the . Security adviser and demands to stop Zambia- 
JL ][JK;;I~oY~'r~ Fearless Fesdiek, Kiekapoo U.S.A." -- made him a members of the Senate to based Patriotic Front A.senior Zambian official 
Chuck  Roast  Joy Julee. LowerS]obbovla darlingofpo]it,ca]liberal~o hear the address Friday guerrillas from staging saidthepresidentwouldon]y 198 eveals and Sadie Hawkins Day-  In the 1960s, he began aftern0on by Carter. cross.border aids cr he go to London if Prime 
$1  fize day the maidens of taking onliberal causes. For It hasn't yet been decided allows his 5.6 million people Minister Margaret Thatcher 
Beef Blade A i~ .  r . Douateh chased after the example, he created Joanie whether the diplomatic to go hungry -- perhaps to of Britain considered his 
~, , , ,  ,..., ko, r.O. ............ f inn  S - -  n - - c a  town's, C appbachel°ra'who suffered from folkPh°anie' asi ger whoJ°anateBaez'llkecaviar orps wi l l the  CommomSit OnorthewillflOorbe in°f starve, presence might be useful. 
emphysema, died in Mount and warbled about poverty the galleries along with Hoarders cause oil crisis 
Beef  R ib  Roast ~,o ,~ CiTY (AP) -  Auburn Hospital near his and protest Wives ofMPsandSenators. 
• The world's Roman Catholic Cambridge home, his "When conservatives were other dignitaries and a TOKYO (Reuter) -- The Meanwhile, oil con. 
Standing $2  59  catalina]swore told today, lawyer. Alvin Hoehberg. fraudulent. I attacked samp]lng ofthehundre~of world's second "oil crisis" sumption by Japan. the 
the state of the Vatican'a said. Capp's death came them." Capp said "The U S. and Canadian reporters has been caused by in- United States. West Ger- 
Bone In (f~./Okg) Grade . . . . . . . . . . .  ,A , Ib_ . ,e .w~ troubled finances in a rare almost wo years to the day liberals loved me.  The coverlng'the tour. creased stockpiling, by many, Britain, France, ltaly 
disclmure of the elmely after his retirement, conservatives maintained an ' There will be so many Western countries following and the Netherlands rose by 
Pork  Chops "Ahmnoriathasoneduty icy silence, Then liberalism Journalists and media thepoliUcalunrestinlran, a only0,7percent, i said. 
William Cardinal Baum of -- to be funny," he said on became too suffoeatingly technicians -- more than 200 Japanese research institute Despite the improvement 
funny ab0ut kids, some about "The conservatives Canada -- that only a hand- relationship, a second oil 
SingleCentre IoinCUt (~,11 kg) Ib | • O~ reporters as he emerged dogs, some about mothers. I continued to maintain an iey ful will be permitted to cover A report by the Yamaichi erisishas emerged, because . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  from the morning seuion that he ixu'lmse of the report chose fraud, Whatever was silence. But the liberals eventsflrsthandina"pool." Institute, a research arm of Westem countries have built 
was "just to give us in. fraudulent, I attacked." didn't, They rose from one Newspaper reporters in Yamaichi Securities Co. up their oil stock pilesdue to 
the pool are expected to Ltd., said the world's crude the uncertain outlook in the N[BLET C0M '~" ' " " ; t  . . . .  , , . . . ' "  ,.~.,e^,,,,4 te l l . _ _ .  ~.....~ Started in 1934 in .  the emd of the country to theneed " . . . . . . . . . . .  Depression, Li I Abner other and denou me. share their stories and brief oil output during the first Wake of ~ude 0il production 
- -  ~,  .,,v,... • . . . .  b~ame an immediate With the changing times, their colleagues while half of the. year. averaged cutbacks~ln Iron, it said. 
t in ' fo r ' 'Z  ~ U  C rn~i~cnlna°~vCeA s ~l'~b°ateu~ sue- - ,  spreading to more newspapers began .,drop. ing television .and radio.crews 61.89milH~'bdrrel~d~y. The'first oilcrisis was in 
=~7~=';~ =2~.2 . ,~-~ than 900 newspapers around the strip. Capp retired Li'l have to mxe a]mnt "tees" an increase of 5.4 per cent 1973.74, following huge oil. 
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ConPd • Camp~ny Cont'd Downstalri Cont'd British National Oil Corp. an increase by Norwegian 
CmPd Fifth Taxi CmYd ConPd said today it is raising the North Sea oil producers last 
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'" will be$26.07 U.S., 1%?.%% , raising their prices last BATHROOM TISSUE 121  Cmt'd Kol .k Late ' ,  late ." Cont 'd  Canadlenabar~el. month were apparently Cent'd Cont'd Show :. ~' :. Movie Cont'd The British National Oil trying to restore the 
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' I I  . . . . . . . . . .  barrels a day. etudes already priced at or 
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Some question 
labor's query 
By ED YUDIN election to Terrace Council, 
Herald Staff Writer 
A number of candidates in
the upcoming Nov.  17 
elections have expressed 
reservations about a 
quest|ounalre being cir- 
culated by the Kitimat- 
Terrace District Labour 
Council. 
Alice Chan Wing, who is 
fighting to retain her 
regional district seat in Area 
C or the Remos, and Nadine 
Asante, who is challenging 
for the directorship o f  the 
Tbornhill region in Area E, 
are both critical of the labour 
council's decision to publish 
an 'evaluution' of the can- 
dldates' responses. 
"I don't think someone 
should evaluate my aoswers 
for other people, they (the 
people) should evaluate it 
themselves," eommented 
Chert Wing, adding she had 
no objections per .say with 
the general concept. 
'/ ' I  object o anyone lsa's ' 
evaluation of my reopon. 
ses," echoed Asante. "I 
think the rank and file are 
capable of doing their own 
evaluation." Neverthlelees, 
both handed is their answers 
to the questions noting 
"everybody has the right to 
lmow how a candidate feels 
on the issues which affect us 
Other candidates have 
objected to the large scope of 
the survey, saying they have 
no control over some of the 
issues raised by the 
questtone. 
Molly Nattress, seeking 
has no intention on an- 
swering the questionaire. 
She says they are too 
general, and are more 
relevant o the regional 
district. 
"If I knew the answer to 
the first question (on native 
land claims) I'd be running 
for premier instead of 
council," she said. 
Claude Levesque, a 
candidate for Kitimut 
council, thinks the matters 
raised by the questionnaire 
should be handled at the 
provincial and federal 
levels. 
Paul Johnson, the 
secretary of the labour 
• council, defended the sur- 
roy's purpose. 
"We've got to start 
thinking In isrger terms titan 
Just Terrace or Kitimat," 
explained Johnson. "In any 
casebeth councils have input 
on the regional district." 
Represontativee from both 
councils are appointed to the 
regional district board of 
directors. 
One candidate who was not 
perturbed by the suryey was 
Roy Greening, seeking 
election in Area E on the 
regional district. He noted 
the labour council was going 
to issue evaluations on the 
ca~lidateo in any case. 
Helmut Giesbrecbt, a 
Terrace alderman seeking 
re-election, was doubtful if 
he could supply all the an- 
swers for the council, but 
indicated he'll "send some 
sort of reply." 
ELECTION FEA TURE 
Giesbrecht is RA Y REARDON WITH SIGN 
the loner Picketting paid off 
Helmut Oiesbi"e~ht un- 
derstands very well what 
sort of role he plays on 
Terrace district council, and 
he won't let it get him down. 
The 36-year -o ld  
schoolteacher has been 
somewhat ofa lone wolf on 
A Victoria man who set up 
a picket in front of the 
Terrace C.N. office Monday, 
has now .apparently settled 
his differences with his 
former employer. 
standing wages within 48 his future plans were, 
hours, although he indicated he 
"It's been five days, and I would, probably leave 
haven't a cent in my Terrace. 
peeker," he explained while "All I want is my money, 
still manning his one man then I'll be glad to go," he 
picket line. . said, explaining he wound up 
Later . the same day, staying with a couple who ~¢ 
• Reardon was taken aside by hardly knew, as his financial 
Keith Adams~ an official of status gave him lettle 
C.N., and apparently his alternative. .' 
demands were satisfied. The Victoria man had 
council for a good part of the 
The 26-year-old Ray 
Reardon had been employed 
as an extra gang labourer for 
a scant 20 days before being 
summarily fired last 
Thursday. Reardon, who 
four .years he has served, 
Giesbreeht has been the 
one council member to 
constantly question ;and Z ~  ..... ~,,,~.tol~,h,,,, h . . . . . .  When~. o~ntacted.,.bg.the ~l~.cLe~d~o..~.La_g.j.n..~gr.ggg¢.. 
c0ntinuaily~ probe for ~!,~e ~?~":'~. . . . . . .  " ;O . ' ? "a  :.~ Hera[~ i.~ ~dams explained ~,~ree or four moa~qntil  he
efida.! . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :; . . . . . .  changeifhewir~re-elt~tion..i ~vas)et.go,,wasflnm.~.meone that" the  matter had beed~"had receive~l'~"h~s ~ ter- 
woula De palo nis OUt ,, Giesbrecht's somewhat When not involved in " resolved. " minetion. Rcardon claimed 
thankless role as public mun ic ipa l  po l i t i cs ,  
.*~h~o~,s,a,d~. ~ G,esbreo,, *.ohes a* gu l l  
somedagree. He has decided Skeena Junior Secondary Not  ty  
to run for another term on School. His wife Wendy is a 
council and work towards his homemaker and former ] l~ l  
goal of seeing the taxpayers teacher herself. They have the ~._ea 
money properly and two children Shelley, 8, and 
Shawn, 5. economically spent. 
"It's my intention to 
continue to wor~ ~wards 
that goal .arid ~,~d'~'¢z'~t.~, 
dollars are 'g~mg to 'the 
proper area," he reaffirmed. 
Giesbreeht got involved in 
moniclpal politics four years 
ago for exactly those 
Originally from the Frawr 
Valley, Giesbrecht has be6~. 
a: r~!d~i~t'pf the at~a fOC.q~ '.
y~li.s[ qHiPs ~ happ~c t~n .~ '' 
certain projects he sup- 
ported, such as Lower Little 
Park development, and the 
extension to the Terrace 
Public Library, come to 
fruitotion. If re-elected, the 
alderman i tends to continue 
to support such public works 
projects as the drainage 
system for Eby, the con- 
struction of the new RCMP 
and Public Works buildings, 
and general improvements 
to area parks. 
Gissbrecht admits he 
hasn't had much success on 
a number of issues, such as 
zoning bylaws, due to his 
self-imposed opposition role 
on council. 
"I wouldn't say I feel 
discouraged, but sometimes 
you question what you are 
doing when the votes are 5-1 
against you," admitted 
Gieabreeht. 
"What the public has to 
realize is that they are one 
alderman short of a closed 
shop," he noted. 
reasons. 
"When I got involved the 
issues were fairly basic, that 
being services," explained 
the candidate. "The people 
were fed up with not getting 
enough for their money." 
Now Giesbrecht hinks 
enough is being done, but 
feels the spendthrift ways of 
council have to be changed. 
"Lately there has been 
more spending and less 
concern on generally how 
much money is spent and 
where the money went." he 
said. 
Until he was appointed to 
chair the amalgamation 
committee, Gie~brecht ad 
been without a portfolio. He 
had left the chairmanship of 
the finance committee, but 
did not receive a new ap- 
)ointment from Mayor 
NOTICE OF POLL 
Regional District of Kitimat.Sflkine 
Public notice Is hereby given to the electors of the 
Regional District of Kltlmat-Sflklne that a poll has 
become necessary at the election now pending and that 
I have granted such poll; and further, that the persons 
duly nominated as candidates at the said election, for 
whom .only votes will be received are: 
on f raud  
John Allen, the former 
~dministrater of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, ap- 
peared in Terrace court 
Monday and indicated he 
would plead not guilty to 13 
charges of fraud. 
The case will go to trial on 
Mar. 7 at the provincial Court 
in Terrace. 
The charges involve ex- 
pense accounts. Of the 
charges,  12 are' for sums 
under $200, one charge for a 
sum in excca~ of $200. 
In the period of Jan. 1978 
and April 1979, Allen is 
alleged to have obtained 
duplicate rebates on air 
fares from both the Terrace 
and District Hospital 
Association and the B.C. 
Health Association. 
Allen resigned as ad- 
ministrator of the hospital on 
Oct. 10. The charges were 
lald after a twormonth in- 
vestigation by the RCMP. 
"he dealt with the head of an offer to rehire him had 
our engineering department been made, but he had 
and he did 'leave here quite declined. 
satisfied and he's now gone "It seems to be a favourite 
off our property," Adams pastime of the foreman, 
said. hiring and firing people," he 
Rcardon didn't say what said. 
Dance  ra i sed  money  
Bbi~'~students from held at Skeena Mall in 
Caledonia'Senior Secondary, conjunction with the mall's 
Skeena Junior and Thornhill first anniversary. 
Junior Secondary Schools 
raised $2900 in pledges for Approximately 100 
the dance marathon held 
Friday night. 
The event was. co -  
sponsored by the Terrace- 
Thornhill Band Parents' 
Association and the Terrace 
Downtown Lions, and was 
students started the 
marathon at t0 p.m. Friday 
night, and 50 of them were 
still dancing at the end, 10 
hours later. A sound system 
was provided by Terrace 
Sight and Sound. 
MINIS TER HE R E 
Jake Epp, the federal minister of Indian Af- 
fairs will be meeting with a number of native 
group leaders in the province later this week and 
will -be in Terrace on Wednesday. 
'Epp' will be discussing such issues as native 
landz:lhlms.and.th~ Indian commercial fishing 
fleet ahd will hold a;~pHe~s conference at the 
Lak~tl~ hotel during ,his, stay in Terrace on 
W~e~day.  ,! .~..:i~,t~.,:~ i 
Riehard's Cleaners Ltd. 
our Wrn ow" 
; ' d~ l J  i 
• ~,y;.~] . . . . .  
BUSINESS CLOTHING- 
RENTAL  SERVICES 
Why settle for 
less than the best? 
We have all your needs 
for uniforms, coveralls 
& any business 
636-6119 
OPEN 
Man, thru Sat. 
work wear. 
[Sanitone. I 
3223 Emerson 
'7 .,, 
'J,?=, 
Downtown Terraoe 
OTHER AREA TERM OF RESIOENTIAL 
I SUIINAMEINAME, [OIRECTOItJQFFICE J AOORESS iOCCUPATIOJ 
Gr~lnO ROy Murd~h E :1 yMtI  ~ Churchill 0¢, ~lnh~c]p41 
WltmoQRh A. Leslie E ~1 yiHlr| 3~3F ~O Ave. S4:llltr 
Such polls will be opened at: 
Thornhill Elementary School 
Clarence Mlchlet School 
on the 17th day of November, 1979, between the hours of 
8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., of which every person Is 
hereby required to take notice and govern himself 
accordingly. 
Given under my hand this 31st day of October, 1979. 
Mrs. Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
I I I I 
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Two Mile School parents 
expected at, board meeting 
The Two Mile School 
may be a dead issue as 
far as the board of 
trustees of School District 
88 are concerned, but 
)arents in the Two Mile 
community are con- 
tinuing to pressure for a 
reopening of .the school. 
A number of parents 
f rom the ltazelton area 
are e .xpected to turn up at 
Tuesday evening's board 
meeting in Terrace to 
forward their position 
once again. 
' lhe Two Mile School in 
Hazelton was closed last 
March 
M HIIt[AIOPHGDUil,,. 
YOU COME 
gig OH 
TOPi 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
V8 auto trans., PS & PB $5395 
1979 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
Air conditioned, stereo 6 track, power seats & windows $8795 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 
1976 MAZDA 808 2DR. 
" Excellent condition 
1977 FORD E150 ECONOLINE 
Short w. base van, V8 auto. trans. 
$3495 
$3595 
$5995 
1974 THUNDERBIRD $4195 
....... ~a,autb, steroo, air ¢onditlo~ln~ ............................................................ ,.~~ .:: ~   , 
1975 FORD TORIN0 ELITE $4595 
V8 auto. trans. 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAD 
Camper special, V0 automatic . ; 
1977 FORD F350 ~ CREWCAB 
V8 autombtlc, 6 ft. box. 
$10,500 
$8295 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V6, radio, auto. trans. $8895 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 6000 kilos., V0 auto trans. 
t 
$7695 
1975 VOLKSWAGEN WESTPHALIAH 
Camper van loaded with camping equipment 
*' * ~1" 
1976 FORD VAH CONVERSION 
Security conversion, frldge, furnace, etc. 
I 
$5595 
$12,995 
1979 20 FT.0KANAGAN MOTORHOME $20 995 
Only 4000 kilos. 
1976 DATSUN 4x4 PICKUP 
4 cyl., 4 speed, radio $4995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
haler lie. 554iA 
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In an earlier eport we talked about B•C. Hydro and 
its intentions with respect o building more dams to 
produce power for sale to the U.S. But there is more to 
energy than hydro-electric power. 
In fact, when the current Minister of Energy, James 
Hewitt, took office he stated that he was going to 
embark upon a full-scale examination of energy 
matters in B.C. and develop an energy policy for us. It 
is significant to note that Social Credit, since taking 
office in 1975, had made no moves towards examining 
energy matters in total until U/is year. 
What I want to explore with you in this report is not 
so much the objective question of energy itself but the 
apparent waste of energy on the pai't of govermhent in 
dealing with this and other pressing problems• 
Remember the Social Credit caucus research 
bureau? That's the group for which Jack Kelly 
worked. Well, that research bureau did do more than 
engage in so-called 'dirty trieks'-it did do other work 
which could pass for research. 
On July 27 they issued a Socred newsletter in which 
the following significant statement regarding a 
government energy policy appeared. 
"This policy, which the government hopes to put 
before the legislature...in the fall of this year..." 
The important reference in that statement is a 
legislative session this fall. So far Premier Bennett 
has made no announcement about he fall session. And 
Hewitt has made no announcement about an energy 
policy. In that regard we are exactly where we were 
four years ago. 
It is a fall session of the legislature, or rather the 
refusal, on the pa~t:of 4he Social CredR:t0,bave one, 
that .cgncerns mq~,., . . . . . . . . . .  
Thb+iiiajor function '~]a'i+~isiaiur~i+ tb xamine, 
study and debate in full public view so that you, the 
electorate, can see what is happening. A meeting of 
the legislature is probably the ultimate xpression of 
democracy as it is usually conceived. 
A denial by the Premier to call the legislature into 
session is a denial of democracy. 
With the matter of energy being a daily concern this 
is no time for the government to be wasting its own 
energies on those recent publicly-disputed antics of 
the Socreds' research bureau. 
Good heavens, Mr. Bennett, pull up 3;6i/t~sf~ks '~hd 
let's get down to the business of providing leadership 
for this great province of ours. 
t t  
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
"A coward dies a thousand eaths; a brave man 
dies but once." 
I am reminded of the above quotation when I watch 
the performance of some of my 'friends', where 
politics are concerned. They waffle, equivocate, lie, 
deceive and try to hide their beliefs. 
A businessman told me that he could not publicly 
state his party preference, for fear of losing business. 
He never wrote a letter to a member of Parliament or 
even to the editor, for the same reasons. 
Some people, no doubt, use assumed names, afraid 
to pen an honest letter to a newspaper, complete with 
the correct John Henry. One man I know, Joe Doakes 
by name, was livid with rage when he discovered that 
another Joe Doakes of the same town, had written a 
controversial letter to the editor. He agreed with the 
subject matter, but objected to being thought of as a 
letter writer. 
Over the years, I have been given a great many 
reasons for the unwillingness of most people to stand 
up and be counted. The reason most commonly given 
is said to originate in the Bible, "Judge not, lest ye be 
judged." I think that is not only misquoted but also 
misunderstood. 
The history of evil and wrongdoing ofall kinds, gives 
us instance after inotance of the triumph of crime and 
errnr~.pided and abetted by those who would not speak 
up, wo~d not lift a finger to prevent it and who would 
not testify against it in court. It is safe to say, then, 
that those who do not oppose vil, help it. 
A few of these devious people remind me of the 
secret ballot, which induces them to keep their 
philosophies secret, as well, much as Poor Jud was 
wont to do in "Oklahoma". He was a good, kind man, 
but he never let on, so no one realiy "lmowed it", goes 
the song. 
I believe that apathy and fence-straddling are two 
luxuries that we cannot afford. Our freedom is at 
stake and if we lose it we will never get it back. The 
majority of the people of the world at the present time 
are not permitted to show any hostility or opposition to 
the current regime in their respective countries. We 
can think of ourselves as occupying an island in a vast 
sea of repression. 
We owe it to ourselves and to those captive millions 
to speak out. 
I ¸  
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By. MICHAEL BERNARD 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Hundreds of family law 
cases in British Columbia 
have been stalled because of 
a decision that provincial 
courts are overstepping their 
jurisdiction. 
And a former B•C. family 
court judge says other prov- 
inces, could soon find them- 
selves in the same situation. 
A recent B.C. Supreme 
Court decision found that 
family matters uch as child 
custody are in federal 
jurisdiction. 
Former judge David Hart 
said in a recent interview 
that most provinces in 
Canada have legislation or at 
least established practice of 
dealing with family law in 
their provincial courts. All it 
would would take is a court 
challenge to put them in 
B.C.'s shoes. 
B.C.'s act was shot down 
on a child custody case Oct. 
22, when Mr. Justice Henry 
Hutcheon ruled that the 
provincial courts had no 
'" business deciding custody of 
children, occupancy of the 
family home or the right to 
keep one parent away from 
the home. 
Two other provisions of the 
act, guardianship and en- 
fforcement of maintenance 
orders, were not dealt with in 
the case. 
Family law now only can 
be dealt with in B.C. 
Supreme Court, an ex- 
pensive and complicated 
legal forum that is ill- 
equipped to handle such 
matters. 
The attorney-general's 
ministry says it is appealing 
the decision to the B.C. Court 
of Appeals. 
Meanwhile, the New 
% 
Kllani is a 16-year-old 
Palestinian "guerrilla cub" 
who wants to die for a 
country he has never seen. 
"My father met his 
martyrdom for 4he sake of 
Palestine and, Allah willing, 
I shall die for the same 
cause," the lean, wiry 
schoolboy said during a 
break in combat raining at 
the Palestine Liberation 
Organization's Chatilla 
camp here. 
With sweat pouring from 
his face, Kilani spoke with 
determination f the mission 
of the "cubs," aged 14 to 19, 
who will,graduate and join 
one of eight guerrilla groups 
that make up the PLO. They 
average four hours of 
training a day. 
*'We are the sons of the 
Palestinian revolution, and 
we want to die 
revolutionaries," he said. 
"Our mothers fed us the love 
of Palestine with the milk of 
their breasts. The Palestine 
of our dreams is indeed more 
sacred to us than the reality 
of Palestine was to our 
h, thers." 
"Times sure change - -  ! can recall when the :hold-up men 
w. ere on THIS side of the counter." 
JURISDICTION DISPUTE 
Court grinds to halt 
Democratic Party has well, particularly when' It swered the validity of family 
branded .the problem comes to  discussing cmt. court orders issued under 
another example of poorly- sharing between Ottawa nd authority of the Family 
the provinces• Relations Act. 
The bureaucrat's night- Hart as|d he expects the 
mare has left in limbo at estimated 1,000 cases dealt 
least 100 family cases inw i th  .previously would be 
Vancouver this month, permitted to stand on the 
'Judge D0ug Campbell, basis of a legal "mistske",.a 
administrator of the family relatively rare occurrence m
court, said •legal authorities English law. 
have bimply told citizens However, he said the issue 
that the provincial court is one that can be debated, 
drafted legislation by the 
Social Credit government 
and is demanding the 
legislature be recalled to 
correct he situation. 
Rosemary Brown (NDP -:- 
Burnoby.Edmonds) says the 
act has created extreme 
hardship" for many parents 
and children. 
Of course, any sane, adult, )~,33gu~.epe~lvi~ 
Canadian whoso much as whispers a word. of S~per'[ 
far Rene Levesoue's sovereignty-association.s?l~e 
~=. -~,,,her is ~'ufltv of "gross irrespoaslbflit~" " 
" i  h~op+e'~l~eves*qu e'and the patti Qu.ebocola •Wl. n•.um 
referendum. ' '+ ' ~ 
'~o,'* ~t's said. I thought I might as well spltlR'o~t 
 iySn'o der to heat he C.in'ist .as rug..'nJ wOt 
until spring or summer wnen re lerenam ume ll~ 
Quebec rolls around, there's the .d,~ger that . '~  
irresponsibility might be called: treason." : " ! : i  
Now why would an otherwise.:s~e; adult, Enilikh- 
speaking Canadian be .will. ing to. wa.lk i the. tkin l l~ 
between foolishness and downrlgnt .~,~,oyatly on 
c~,~h~ nuestlon ~(By "o&erwise-sane, Imeem that l
"~ . . . . . .  " . . . .  rill when ' too stand before the boob tube and th . Reg.~ 
Doucet sings "O Canada" moments bef~e the. i~- 
vincible Guy Lefleur takes to the Ice. And while I!!~ 
up. I perfectly willing to. be counted .aln.ong ~ 
proponents of capital punishment .for ma(l-eog mass 
murderers. And in this upright post .tton, I also peml~ 
the wisdom of letting 50,000 Vietnamese re fug~ 
clamber onto Canada's unemployment ~ shot, u ,  
though, like other scribes and vigilant Izdldog|~ l ~ 
dell hted that my particular immigration doeume~t 
wedge properly stamped before the gates eleeed.! '~ 
There are a number of reasons . . .  
First, Quebec really is a nation. A na.fl.on, aee0t'dinl 
to the standard definition, is a reasonat,y large MeUp 
of folks who share a clearly-defined geographic ~,  
a common language, a culture, a history, and a Wlly+~ 
making a living. (The definition, by the way, 
invented by the Russian Revolution's n0-mOr~ 
Nice-Guy, Joe Stalin, moments hefo~ he.straNil~l 
few Ukranian nationalists for brest~ast•y ' -  " 
In fact, I 'm always embarrassed when a fellow 
sister counlry-person begins arguing that .Que be~ " .~.!t 
a nation, for fear that someone will point otK t~t  
Canada has a harder time measuring up to 
criteria than Quebec. ' " .~' 
Second, I like underdogs, I even like former topdk~.i 
who are currently getting kicked around "(11~ 
Trudeau and Jimmy Carter). Clearly, Leve~que la,the 
underdog. He's been getting ki.ck~ ~0tm.d ,for y e~ 
(to say nothing of being sneerea im tm ' t~oh .:, " " 
Third, there's Ontario. I ,~n~.~tiltt~most ~ tl~ 
outrage about he possibill'ty.~f~uebee i~depeM~ 
emanates .from a small gr~upJof~woaithy oMar lm. 
who in their heart-of hearts believetth~in~elv~ to I~. 
the only Real Canadians in this cotmlry..(They'iii 
probably right, toe. The rest of us know that we're n~ 
really Canadians, but travellers living in a I.ii|en~ 
railway station and thankful to he in poeee~loa e( ! 
valid ticket.) For years, these descendents et  
losers of the American Revolution who immliPmt~l 
The recall has a recent ' cannot hear their cases. Provincial court Judge Canada have experienced, with respect to Quebec, n~ 
precedent -- on Aug. 2 the Hart said . he expects Hurry Boyle said in an in. emotion deeper than smug self-satisfaction Imd haw 
Social Credit government numerous problems will tervtew there are three made no gesture more strenuous than looking'do~.' 
recalled the legislature stem from only ~e court possible consequences their nodes. • , .,.~:-,. 
because a government level having jurisdiction. ~ regarding.th~alidity of pre. v+.+~pc~+~hat $ate(ul e~e in~.m.~towmlm~+ t~e wire 
housekeeping..measure ac,. "I expect that Itgal 'aid +. ,~ ious .~,  .. | '~,,.~n~,t~'e~l~q'~..0~+wasts~.pt t0@0Weg/theso~_R,~ 
cidentsllynullified Seaboard :will be flooded beceme R ls~ ' . r~He"s~ are ekner " ~inadians have tried to encourage'~e r st of,tin, t0 
Life Insurance's charter to just. about imposalble for an void for all time, void at the fume and fret over the fate of Quebec. We, in botm~ 
conduct business in B,C. 
But Hart, who presided 
over family court oases in 
the Vancouver area for four 
years, says recalling the 
legislature would ac- 
complish nothing because 
any changes must be made 
by the federal i~overnment. 
The issue stems from the 
British North America Act, 
which sets out custody and 
the other issues as the 
federal government domain, 
he said, adding that to 
change it would require 
all the 
time of Mr. Justice Hut- 
cheon's decision or good 
until they are challenged 
individually by the persons 
affected. 
Boyle declined to 
speculate on the legal status 
of the old orders. 
However, he said most 
people have probably 
"settled in" to living wiqh 
their court orders and 
probably few would break 
them because they might not 
be strictly legal. 
However, Jamie Martin, a 
Vancouver lawyer who agreement from 
provinces and Ottawa. 
In a rare consensus, all II 
governments agreed at an 
interprovincial meeting in 
February to have 
jurisdiction over family 
matters passed to the prov. 
incus, but that is considei'ed 
by some observers only the 
first step in a lengthy 
process of negotiation. 
An alternative, Hart said, 
would be to beef up Supreme 
Courts to handle family 
court matters, but those 
negotiations could be slow as 
individual to go to that court 
without a lawyer," he said, 
adding it is far more ex- 
pemive a procedure. 
Under the old 
arrangement, family court 
counsellors used to assist 
families seeking court or- 
ders on custody through the 
provincial courts, he said. 
Since the supreme "~eourt 
cannot handle the: sWme 
volume of cases as the 
former provincial .family 
courts, many of them 
probably are just sitting in 
their offices, twiddling their 
CUBS 
thumbs. 
Enforcement of court 
orders is also different under 
the supreme court, he said. 
While a provincial court had 
the weapon of summary 
conviction to back its orders, 
the supreme court uses the 
threat of contempt:M court. 
He said there are a. greater 
number of defences for the 
latter, which Could create 
lengthy legal battles over 
merely enforcing the orders. 
The supreme court 
decision also leaves unan- 
WITH 'A/CAUSE 
frequently acts 'as a child 
advocate in family court 
cases, says he was involved 
in one case where a father 
chose to i~nore an access 
order. 
"He got some advice in a 
pub about how orders 
weren't valid hecause of the 
supreme court decision," he 
said. After hasty 
negotiations between Martin 
and the man's lawyer, the 
man agreed to abide by the 
order to stay away from his 
child's home. 
. Guerrilla cl ild ready 
By ALY MAtlMOUD Trainer Abu Khq d ' His guerrilla 'father was Kilani said "there's 
BEIRUT (AP) -- Musyed roared a command, and tbe killed in southern Lebanon nothing illusory about us 
two years ago, leaving a 
• widow and three boys to 
; ~+refuel the revolution" 
against Israel, he said. 
"My mother has always 
been proud of my father's 
martyrdom, and we never 
felt like orphans," he said. 
"The Palestinian revolution 
is our eternal father." 
Kilani, his mother and two 
brother~ have since been 
living on the dole, a meagre 
300 Lebanese pounds - -  $93 
-- a month, from Yasser 
Arafat's PLO. 
i 
youngsters jumped and cried 
out in unison: "Revolutl0fi 
until victoryl' . . . . .  
"A drop of sweat in 
training saves a drop of 
blood in combat, '''~ AbU 
Khaledreminded them. Let 
your triumphant cry rtqg in 
enemy ears like a tccalfi Of 
bloodletting and .utter 
death." 
"Some of us cursed our fa- 
thers because they failed to 
fight, but our sons will not 
curse us," said Kilani, bran. 
dishing his rifle and patting 
its butt. 
Let ters  we lcome 
wanting to die." He said his 
leaders have taught him, and 
others, that "every martyr 
kindles a new torch for the 
revolution." 
Nodding sadly, .he ad- 
mlttad that "death to us is a 
far happier thing than our 
sad reality." 
"True, we have nothing to 
care about -- no home, no 
past, no identity and 
probably no future," he said. 
"But we still have one 
supreme hope -- the 
revolution." 
The boy reviled all Arab 
leaders and accused them of 
"kissing and patting the 
revolution, while stabhing it
in the h~ck." 
"Our Arab brothers have 
enough money to strangle 
Israel a~d humiliate the 
United Slates," he said. "But 
look what they do to us. 
"They prefer to squander 
the oil money on gambling 
tables rather then feed the 
hungry and homeless 
Paleetinians. They hesitate 
to close their oil tape and 
keep injecting money and oil 
into the veins of the israeli 
and American economies." 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to he cousidm~l for 
publication must be signed• 
J 
I 
British Columbia, have better things to do. There's tlm 
ocean to contemplate, orthe sight of our premler,J~' t 
returned from Japan, practicing herl4mrl. Aml 
long as the arguments against Quebec independeaOi 
begin with the paternalistic "How dare the...lY rll; 
remain unpersuaded. For all I care, the Reldl 
Canadians can fund a Canada Works project o tMch 
~,l~anadian Geese to honk "National Unity" as they fly 
~, ,south ~ver J ames  Bay . ' :, '" ~, , 
. " + . '  ~]I~RI ' 9z . "' " ' 
',,',,"Family+ why~'not,~overe]g~y-aesQeiatlojn?~ Of: 
course, the idea of sovereignty-auociatian dean't  
make an~, sense and the white paper Issued by t lw 
Levesque government last week explaining tthm't  
likely to help. (But then again, the idea of Cai,MI 
defies the laws of logic in political sclanee toO,) + It  
seems petty of us be begrudge them sovefetg~y- 
association. As my poet friend George Stanley 
remarked, "Why should we Canadians refuse to'give 
Quebec what the Americans have given us?" ' 
Which is another (and bittersweet) way of stYiNI 
that rather than fulminating about the future 
Quebec, we would do better to spend our time filluriNi 
out Canada• 
Dear Sir: 
An unfortunate error was 
• made in your Nov. 2 edition 
+ in what was otherwise an 
excellent report on the 
Printmobile. The art 
program was offered by the 
Emily Carr College of Art, 
but it was locally sponsored 
by Northwest Community 
College, not the Terrace and 
District Arts Council. 
I think it is important o 
explain the College's part in 
this program. In September 
a letter from the Emily Cart 
College of Art when to all the 
colleges which were hosting 
the Printmobile. It stated 
that he programs required a
minimum of five students, 
except in the Northwest 
College Region. Here, the 
college previously agreed to 
subsidize the cost. The low 
advance registration would 
otherwise have forced 
cancellation, but when 
people visited the facility, 
met the artists and learned 
about etching, enthusiasm 
and numbers grew. About 
twenty people participated 
in the three courses• 
I would also like to take 
this opportunity othank the 
many people from the 
College-maiatenance. 
security staff and other 
administrative people-who 
sccommedated the needs of 
LETTERS. TO ' 
THE EDITOR : .  
II I 
this program over the p~ 
2,/2 weeks. A ~ l  tha~ 
you to the participants 
provided such generous 
hospitality to tile artisti, i :  
• Yours trtdy,, : 
Kathy Muel!~. 
Dear Sir: • ',. 
To quota fm.mA Citimd's 
Guide toSch0ol Tru|lR 
Elections: 
"The ideal sit~tion is W~ 
more than one 'persm rt~. 
for school trustee. Then.t~e 
candidates must eamfuUy 
present their platforms to 
the communi|y and tl~e 
voters can make a doeilflq~ 
as to which candidate 
fits what they.expect of their 
school board..The wJula 
community beiikfits .when 
more than one person rafts 
for school trustee and 
elected tirustoe knowk tlie 
strength of the communlty~s 
comm!tment to his or her 
views.' "'.~ i 
School District Nbr M new 
has a Board of TrUstees 
made up almoet ~ciwdv#~ 
of people who have imJned 
their seats through ac- 
clamation. 
b° h it any wonder our s¢l~l 
ard is not responsive toth~ 
opinions of the parents it 
purports to represent? . 
Sincerely ours. ' ~. 
Mrs. Clapdette ~ndedti .'. 
:1 I ~ t 
. . .+: . ! . .  ~: ".+~::::.~ .:.::.. ;::. , . . v ' .  ' . "  :: '~:}:::i '~  ' .:~ "! ::": . ' : "  ' /+ : :  : " ' -, . • The Herald, Tuesday, November 6, 1979, Pa0e 5 
:.Huntin ' ees upsets Island residents here +,+ gg e 
-',,'ByDONgCllAICFER .Wearesearndthatthe of provincial they aren't on public '+The Braun's Island Crack sad  the area agowhenshe firstmoved "We expect o get just 
government, said the property, area is one of the few in was a major stop on their into that area, but they hunters will drive" the 
geese away from the 
area altogether," Penner 
said. '~here have been 
about 35 taken in the last 
couple of weks, and if the 
hunting keeps up the 
geese are liable to leave 
the area for good." 
- " / ,Hera ld  Stuff  Wr i te r  
"i/People a re  hunting 
! ml ~dd thebY] Braun's: Island 
• !too me residents of the 
• lnim+edbto area aren't 
• t0o?happy about i t . '  
~/Di lne 'Penner ,  who 
o 'n l 'a  farm close to the 
l i l and ,  b getting up a 
_petition to have the area 
ck¢li/reda refuge area in 
enler to stop the hunting. 
• Dave Crack, a 
representative of the fish 
and wildlife department 
area has been designated Now that the island b a the Northwest where the 
a baiting area, where the baitingarea, there ean be geese ean stop, rest, and 
geese ai| feed andit is no. no hunting within 400. get green grass to eat," 
longer legal to hunt oh 
Brann's Island, 
The district of Terrace 
boundary excludes the 
island and it was legal to 
hunt there, as long as the 
hunters stay outside the 
boundaries and along as 
meters of' the posted 
area. 
Crack said that. while 
the area is not an official 
feeding area, it is an 
important area for the 
geese on their migration 
south. 
he said. "Grass is im- 
pertant for their diet, and 
if they are driven away 
from this area, it will 
affect their nutrition and 
possibly cut down on the 
numbers that wi l l  make 
the ~ journey suc- 
cessfully." - 
/: DiB TY TBICKS AFFAIR • 
 i i ::i:++::MacKay balks at discipline, 
i...::, Socred  wants  Kempf '  ' heads  
'~ wcroP, u (cP) - jack 
Keml~.ahould he fired from 
:~' J0bH Seeia] Credit party 
i~ :e lminuan if he can= 
, ~  moon how to discipline 
.:p~mmber of his staff im- 
puted  in the party's dirty 
j l~  Icmdal, government 
wMp~y~, ge Mumdiem said 
iMm y. 
: :Mu~ai lem s statement 
• wme afle¢ caucus resear- 
; i~r  Ellen MacKay refused 
'lUmq~a.&mand that she 
;~ke  a lmonth's unpaid 
' [~y .  IS punishment for 
party workers to 
yrite plmw letters to news- 
:~i,~N'He ~dlKemt~, is the caucu s 
~dudrman," Mmsallem said. 
~'He ' |  got to make the 
im. We didn't put him 
Just to sit and waggle 
rear end. He's the caucus 
rlman and if he doesn't 
central B.C. town of Van Kempf said he is still 
derbeof who claims to have trying to determine whether 
written anti-Social Credit Bruce Kanary is a card- 
lettemundera phoney name. carrying member ef the 
v • 
I 
I 
• I 
iw !~.~ P,,l 
election campaign v/as 
recorded and sent to con- 
stituencies throughout he 
province. 
Mitchell, now executive 
assistant to Eeucation 
Minister Pat McLeer, 
refuses to comment on her 
statements. 
Kempf said he was not sur- 
prised by Ms, MacKay's re- 
sponse and will be seeking 
his colleagues advice o~ 
w,haL to do next. He said he 
does not plan to discuss the 
matter with Mitehell unless 
caucus asks him to. 
Meanwhi le ,  Ger ry  
Strongman, newly-elected 
party vice-president has 
been appointed ehalrman of 
the new ethics committee s t 
up at last weekend's con- 
vention to prevent future 
scandals. The other two 
members of the committee 
are Jack Simpson of Vernon 
and Georgu Smith of Comox. 
The committee will not 
held regular meetings, but 
will be called into aeUon only 
~ a, g00d Job, we'll fire 
: '}I I .  bllcKay says any 
;LII pmcceptsble 
k~I t le .  I t~ ;~'lkdtions a0d" 
. I k~ ~ tmnio+.:resemmlmr 
'JWk, Killys~ ::tt~o)~st~igned" !.whenaproblem is brought to 
O~L P, wez~iun~timed~bF~ ;tthe ~party's attention, 
',GIm Mitc l~then ~ucus • Strengman said. 
~rch  chief. Their advice In a new twist to the dirty 
UUlit party workers send tricks affair; Kempf said 
" ~  letters to newspaper he's received a letter f~m 
~Mlito~ In t i~ last provincial an NDP supporter in t.h¢ 
i ine• boycott called 
,VANCOUVER (CP) --  A mammal protection ship. 
public boycott of all Por. The organization says 
tu~m wines was urged pirate whaling is the most 
MmdnY by the Fund for dangerous threat to the 
• .d~nln~i~ l~.uld~dh e l f . ' to  survival' 'of :thep world's 
' ~ seizure in Portugal. " kill without, repi'd foi'' in- 
Robed Hunter, a local ternaUonalwhallnglawsand 
~lth~ and conservationist, agreements. "We believe there may be .tekla e~wl conference that . . . .  "~;*., ,,- *~e .,o,+ ,,r 
~¢ . .1 . .11~.  t.t~t,lA like +,-..v..+.-a - .  - .  r - - -  
. . . . . . . .  some members of th parle ~o stop nuymg uor- k .~,M. '+.~. . . .  ,.,,, . . . .  Portuguese autherdies with 
~.~w~'~'t:~'~,~':~:e~=  the pirate whaling in- 
• ,"~.,w "~"~'~ ~-"'~"":"':" ":. dastry," said Hunter "We ne me 3ca Nnepneru . . . .  believe this is the reason that 
WalCa n i l  oeen unoer . . o . .h .~o.a~ half mOb~hs 
m~mlre'llnCe July 16 when it ~o'+D,,"~"-'~.".~es~ h-";e'not 
rammed, the :~ l ra te : ,  ,'~'eemec~;'sas t~ tJ~";;TLtus 
V~hlling Q~'~'~./r~.  '~' ", • , of our ship " m 
:TImSea Shepherd in owned Hunter said t~.  g~up 
Iw' Paul Watson of Van- wants the release ot me sap 
and is used by the to use it to deliver medical 
~,lilmbmU~ as a marine supplies to Cambodia. ' '  
Union penalty lihed 
IVANCO~YVER (CP) -- Vlahovic's conviction' at a 
Jack Vlahovic, former second trial on charges of 
secretarytreasurer of vi.oin!ing by.laws and misuse 
T~mnmter Local 213, won a m umon funds. 
ml viotory aguiut union The second trial dismissed 
dle l i~le  Monday but didn't Viahovic from office, barred 
IMt~ ~ Job back. him from holding office 
B. C, Supreme Court again'and ordered him to 
Justitm J. G. Gould ruled pay a $15,-000 fine. All 
Vilhovle'aflrstunion trial on penalties but his dismissal 
of violating union have since been removed. 
~-law~ wu invalid because 
trial panel chairman was The judge said the first 
binsed."~ But, he upheld triaiwasa travesty of justice 
• ' , : . '  NOTICE  OF POLL  
M~glonal Distr ict  of K i f lmat .Sf lk ine 
' "  i~ i¢  I1~tlce IS htreby Given to the electors of the 
• R~lcnal District of Kltlmat.Stlklne that • poll has 
~ll~m~ i~¢llmary st the election now pending and that 
: Ikave Ilramted such poll; end further, that the persons 
'duly nom|net~l el  candidates et the said election, for 
: ~ ,  enly voles will be received are: 
I~ .  I " 'p i  ' I ' ' "  I~, ;~l=~"-  I ~ '~ I 
polli Will be opened at: 
. NIW Hemlton Elementary School 
' $oUthHa]mlfon Fire Hall 
"'. lI#~l~¢own Band Office 
.Royet IIImk Building, Kliwange 
• P~lotlamlm's Lodge, KISFIox ' 
' Ilurke Resldehce, Cecinrvale 
Klt~Itmdl. Band Office 
Lerlng Re.sldence, Two Mile 
Kisptex Indian Village 
GIm Vov~ll 
On the 17th dl~' of November, 1979, bMwsefl the houri of 
11:01 a.m. end I:O0 p.m., of which every person Is 
• hereby required to take notice and govern himself 
.. Kordlngly. 
' ;~.dwn tmd~ my hand this 31st day of October, 1979. 
i . ' " 
, Mrs. Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
NDP but he has turned the 
letter over to the RCMP- 
which is .conducting a 
province-wide investigation. 
r .~#w- 
flight south because of 
the importance of the 
grass. 
After complaints were 
made by residents, the 
hunters were. persuaded 
to move across the river 
to shoot the geese from 
the other side, accoring to 
_Crack. Most o f  the 
hunting rakes place at 
dusk, bc~cause this is 
when the geese move 
from the fiat open land of 
Braun's Island to the 
more  sheltered, treed 
area across the river. 
"They move across 
because they . are 
vulnerable to too many 
predators on open 
ground," said Crack. 
"The area on the other 
side offers them more• 
protection." 
Penner said the geese 
were plentiful ten years 
were driven away by 
hunters and didn't return 
for three years. She and 
other esidents are afraid 
that if the geese are 
driven away again, they 
won't return at all. 
"We have flocks of 
three hundred geese here 
some days, but usually 
the average is around 
50," she said. "People 
come down here to just sit 
and watch the geese, but 
if the hunting continues. 
there may be no geese 
left to watch." 
She said that she was 
pleased that Crack had 
taken some •action, but 
wants a more permanent 
solution to the problem. 
This is why she has 
started a peUtion to get 
area declared an official 
feeding area, and thus a 
refuge for the birds. 
about 100 per cent of the 
people in this area to sign 
the petition," she said. 
However, she said that 
there were signs that a 
disturbing attitude is 
surfacing. 
"Some people are '  
getting the idea that the 
geese won't be back 
again anyway, so why not 
• shoot them while they're 
here?" Penner said. 
She said that this 
wasn't he right attitude, 
and that the geese 
deserve a chance to rest 
on their trips. 
Crack agrees. He said 
area such as Braun's 
Island are vital to the 
geese's migration. "The 
island is a staging area 
for the geese , an im- 
portant part of their 
habitat. If the habitat is 
lost, so are the animals." 
"It's that simple." 
• : , ,~  
WHOLE SALMON 
d 
"L 
L 
I ($4.30 kg)  
PINH 
Frozen 
Head-off 
2-4 lb. averag, 
(907g to 1,,8' 
V" 
+Il l+m-,  ' L ~,,~ 
Fish & Chips P • " • 
~rozen~;~ '159 TURBOT coo,,L.,~ '119 
FishSticks FILLETS $ 
~ei°~zZk~!2:70) $i 29 F.rozenFromLocalWatersl$2.Slkgl.lbt / iiiiMiRiL; S ' is2 20 
• Kdogrom Be 9 
frozenYe ce FROZEN HAKE,,o; 39' 
e A '~mi  • i l~ I I l k lAP Ik lPd i t~ Looo, Wo,.,, ~+.~s,, ,,, 
,G°lden~;tl°er'e(d54 g)pkg' ~ wl~r~'~'*~, i RABSO" '/99 --H'GFrozen IHL'NER- 
- RUP .f,,  o "Wbo,e" '1°, ' 
Fiih {oke ; .*:',!:! ;, ,.+ ,,,, o, +,. ,o,o 0,o7 .> Ib, i i =`k', Cod in Bnttel. 
Frozen $1 49  `  !I!.A.(::KCODsN9 8 
~: : t  do f f  $1 39 
;,o,,. ' 179 .  I ' I LLk / )  I -+"+""  
'~°6::°': :"~"" . . . . .  " • SmokedFrozen($d .36kg)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15.1 i ' 3° :  
Sole Fillets 
Fish Sticks s 37s 
Fro/en 32 OX {90b g) FomJv Pack • 
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Christmas Seals are a matter of life Et breath. :1: 
Residential Tree Service 
' '  +Trimming +Topping 
+Removing 
. Ful ly experienced, 
Ilcenced & Insured 
~ ~ , ~  FREEEST IMATES 
' 847-2447 (SKI,hers) 3212 KALUM 
Smooth Sai l ing 
• to the 
Heraldt 
PHONE 636-6367 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Intertors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9.5  
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
NO W OPEN 
KLErS BODY SHOP l,i 
in the old MeEwan g Shop ~i:' 
(Acress from eli Skoena Hotel) 
4513Greig,  
.i(~ VAN'S OONTRAOTING i]~ Furniture ,.,.., cE aqv qnterprises 
.... ' LJlstmlion8, Hlpo Chosts MUSOC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
~ Cestom Male Furoiture. Rolioishinl 
~ ~ illoral k iHi l l  Coltractill' w,y,, , , .m, 
Days 435.4335 Emi l  43S.~4S3 
635-2326 21 2610 S. Kalum 636-6686 Terraoe 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE PiUMBINGSUPPLOES PUMPS• 
HOSES NUTbANDBOLT5 FENCING 
WATER ~OF T I: NE RS AND MORE 
,o,.,-: 
pOP'S 
PIZZA WAGON 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::.~:.:~:::~:.:~:~ 
WE aLSO•SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS, 
5239 Keith Avenue - Ne+, Be ,,a,o 
635-7158 
Pizza and zub.i~Jns del ivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
3213 KALUM SIR[L I 
IERRACE O C PHONE 635.2473 
Gov't vowing 
SIN cutback 
OTTAWJ,(CP)--Thegov- of income tax, pension and+ 
ernment will introduce unemployment insurance 
legislation in the Commcas records. 
soon to reduce the 150 federal Federal information banks 
information banks that using SINs include 13 under 
legally can use social in- the RCMP, ranging from. 
surance numbers for Criminal Code case flies to 
identification, Perrin firearms registration. 
Beatty, minister of state, Agencies include Camida 
said Monday. Mortgage and Housing 
Beatty said the legislation Corp., the Canadian In- 
will specify legitimate uses ternational Developmeitt 
for the number and ensure Agency and the National 
that hose who refuse to give Research Council of Canada. 
• their number are not . Federal government 
penalized when demanding departments include 
defence, agr icul ture,  
fisheries, consumer affairs, 
health and welfare, Indian 
and northern affairo and the 
the numbers i illegal. 
For now, the legislation 
wLtibe aimed at restricting 
federal government use of 
social Insurance numbers, 
often referred to as SINs, he 
said. 
Beatty, a junior minister 
under Treasury Board 
President Sinclair Stevens, 
said a list of 38 departments 
and agencies using the 
numbers for 150 information 
banks will be substantially 
reduced by the legislation. 
New laws governing SINs 
will be contained in the 
promised privacy bill, said 
Beat,y, who fought as an 
opposition MP to eliminate 
abuse the number as an 
identity card. 
The bill will complement 
recently-introduced 
legislation on freedom of 
information by giving a 
person more control over 
how personal information is
used, he said. 
The privacy bill will en- 
sure that the government 
and itS agencies ustify 
demands for information 
from an individual. 
Beatty refused to be 
specific about which uses 
would he deemed legitimate 
for SINs• But, he said the 
legislation will reflect the 
number's original purpose, 
to facilitate adrninistration 
post office, 
The list was tabled in the 
Commons by Beatty in 
response to a written 
question from Liberal Hal 
Herbert (Vaudreull). 
Although the legislation 
will he directed only at 
federal departments and 
agencies, Bcatty would not 
rule out broader legislatlon 
should the provinces and 
private industry not follow 
the federal government's 
lead. 
The opposition i itiated a 
attack last year on the 
former Liberal government 
for not restricting private 
use of social insurance 
numbers as identity cards. 
MPs argued a computer 
operator could take a social 
insurance number and put 
together details of a person's 
life from cradle to grave. 
They also objected to 
governments and private 
industries uch as super- 
markets demanding social 
insurance numbers as a 
requirement for service. 
The Liberal, government 
brushed off the criticism, 
saying people can refuse to 
give their numbers to stores 
or any private company 
demanding it. ~,  
i ¸  .., ~ ... 
Prob lem said 
TERRACE, B.C, 
I~IONE t~$- t l l l  ANYTIME 
NOW IN TERRACE 
0 & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Sp4clallzlng In Sand Elastlng and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMAT°,'S 
Phon~.435.4559 ODD N I COLAYS E N 
PLUMBING • HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44114 LAKELSe AVENUE 
P.O. Box $34 PHUNE 135.9310 
TERRACE, E.C. VIG 4B$ UR 63S.9320 
Install • Service Gas, Wood • Oil Furancns 
CHIMNEYS- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of t inning your entire 
heating system by using s PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Moblla Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed sir for pOll, lye I~tlon. 
"Our xervlce gives Fesltlvtl and efficient results" 
Call the PRO-VAC people today end m for yourself. 
Phone: 
Terrace 636"6292 
m,tim,, 632-2466 
Pro.Vec Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser/~Icls Division 
Klt lmlt.Tlrr lca,  B.C. 
RHdy Mix Concrete, Send, Gravei, Top ,%11, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, .. 
V~ Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
we DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &11S-}tM 
P.J.H. READY MIX * 
Ceastructlen Ltd. 
r~, ' J ; t  l 
Plant Off Krumm Read ....... 
Therohlll 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKOAYS 1-11 WEEKERDS 9-11 
4436 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
l i be l  I;~510NAI' U "  
"PENDABLE 
CARPET & FLOORING 
INSTALLATION 
VOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hear teeth , boar claws 
• wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose er deer antilrs lalngleor ~.lr) 
Available at the front desk of the 
.. ,:"., ]EWC[ HOTEL 
GLACIER: 
-:: . . . . .  , - . ,~ 4411 LeRioi lVeHe 
,AilS ++,+i: ~ ,~" tomco, R.C. 
A Complete Glass and 
'S,. A luminum Service 
]TAREOARD 
 ICK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' k i l l )o i l s  
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Ken HansOn 
ytl 
Canada, Mazankowski of- 
fered the solution as an 
answer to the problem of 
airports being congested at 
peak hours and empty at 
other times.' 
The minister also said 
C.~nadian ir transportation 
is not functioning as it should 
and the creation of a-~ird 
major carrier to take over 
international f ights might 
help solve the problem. 
Another solution might he 
looser regulations con- 
trolling routes and fares. 
Masankowski said the 
federal government wants to 
see improved service and 
greater efficiency created by 
the disciplines of the market 
piece, "which in my view is 
the best regulatory agency of 
all." 
"We feel there is a fairly 
large, untapped market out 
there," he said later, adding 
that he has not resolved 
details of an air policy but 
wants comments from the 
public, industry and 
provinces on how his pro. 
peeals hould be carried out. 
He said that on in- 
ternational flights, Air 
Canada nd CP Air are often 
competing against each 
other instead of meeting 
foreign competition. 
An answer might be a 
jointlyowned carrier for 
international flights but the 
minister told .a news con- 
ference later it would be up 
to the two major air lines to 
take thib further. 
"It's folly for a country to 
have two air lines competing 
for the same (international) 
routes.., given the energy 
crisis and airport situation." 
The minister also said: 
-- There are no plans for 
the government to sell off Air 
Canada, as the government 
is doing with some of its 
Crown corporations, but 
"consideration might be 
given to allowing individual 
Canadians a chance to 
participate directly in their 
national airline." 
- -  It is not practical to 
heavily subsidize short. 
takeoff service in the 
Montreal-Ottawa-Toronto 
area when the federal 
government already is. 
heavily subsidizing rail 
passenger service. 
-- There should he a 
reduction, or even 
elimination, of regulations 
governing light aircraft used 
in commercial service but 
the government wants 
showing a much slower ate 
of growth despite improving 
financial returns, but much 
of it is coming from non. 
operating income. 
He said the rate of growth 
in the last three years has 
slowed substantially from" 
the annual growth rates 
u e~H~h~,d ~iuring the last 
10 years. 
Delta 
police 
deputy 
resigns 
DELTA,  B. C. (CP) -- The 
deputy police chief in this 
suburb south of Vancouver 
res!gned Monday after the B. 
C. Police Commission 
recommended he be 
suspended for improper 
conduct. 
Acting chief Ken Brown 
said the commission, which 
is investigating citizens' 
complaints against the 
community's 94-memher: 
force, found the deputy chief, 
Clarence Brennan, had 
commit ted  three  
'"disciplinary defaults." 
Brown would not explain 
what Brennan did wrong, but 
said because of his 
resignation no charges 
would be laid. 
Brennan, 53, had been with 
the force for more than 27 
years. 
Four other members ofthe 
force had been suspended as
a result of the investigation, 
including former Chief 
Mervyn Smith. Smith and a 
constable suspended for 
selling used police cars have 
been cleared of any 
wrongdoing. The other two 
officers were charged with 
assault. 
The commission has com- 
pleted its investigation a d 
there will be no more 
suspensions or charges laid, 
Brown said. 
However, an investigation 
by the RCMP Commercial 
Crime Squad will continue 
into certain aspects of the 
force's activities, he said. 
Inspector George Angus 
will take over as acting 
police chief when Brown 
returns to his job as New 
Westminster Police Chief 
Thursday. 
Charlie Belanger 
Pl~nblng • Heating • Commercial `%rvl~lng 
Reeldentlal • Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
ll~l Sheet Metal Shop 
Nov. -  Feb. 
8 :30  a.rn. - 5 :00  p .m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum St reet  
SW•SiW•• THRUW A y ~JAMES GRAY MUFFLERS ARE YOU READY FOR 4g36MeDEE~ &1HEll91 
~ Winter Months THE COLD WI:ATHER? r ~ [)~~
* "WE CLEAN" 
. mtmmt o f t  ffi ,I [V01T Sloiay & |edlosiay one ra  c • TORONTO (CP) -- En. suggestions from the in. 
, , ,  =t leon in , ,  I kl0h0r 17 to II0v0mh0r 11 couraging an eve~ flow of dust~ on what should be the C & H Industrial traffic at Canada's major exact size of craft affected. 
With any order for Pizza of $8,00 and .u~ airports is the best alter- Angus Morrison, president 
native to expansion and of the association, said the Ltd. o~er  • - pizza of your choice for ½ price, construction of new facE. continuing rise in airline 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" TO, Sties, says Don cesta, particularly for fuel, 
^hd Pressure Wdsh'ing . . . . .  ~ M-E l4 -  . . . . . .  , Mazanko~ski, . federal will necessitate early fare 
Cleaning • ~ + S [ ~ K I I H I # I , ~  . . . . . . . . .  " transpor t`/nAnlster'i +'+' i inei'eases for air,tramport 
" . . . . . . . . .  'Speaking M'0nday at the' services. ' • ' '  
.......... I ~  ~ 638-1634 or 635-3545 Free del ivery Tuesday to Sunday ~ ~ -  .s,s~ o t ~+v°b+" Closed Monday ~ '~J~ oL~ u,~t~ ,K so C~ ~ 001,~ . annual meeting of the Air He said the Canadian air 
Transport Association of transport industry now is 
"+*  .~ ~ , " .  ' . *+ 
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I Met r i c  footba l l  coming  
" I 'E I I I I  xl '.I.Z-I,~ I'1"1M x I  . ' 9 dai-lyh raid [butslowly, veryslowly 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The became the high sch~ls and volun~ry...No one is going to a.ccep~da.c.ross.tbecountry, 
ic eo le ex ct to colleges are starting to legls.late the...CF.L " to go me.~Lwntsw!tcn."Atthat 
.metr. p p .PC an e over Meuor sa s. metnc.uutWlmmn.veyears point, mey wm have no 
metrffy all Canadian foot- ch,~, g , • Y versall choice " 
S P O R T S  ~o,, . . . .  ,h, c.nnAdlan Most rule changes m the or so after It Is um Y • . . . .  , " . . . . . . . . . . . .  in the 
ue, In the ~ college and highin~e 
/ But don't ~)o'ther your head ranks. The two.po " J UV~; I I I I I I I I I [~ i~ JLKJW.ltJt i n  
with'converslon tables, version and blocking on 
punts were tested in the 
gridiron faro. A yard of Comm hockey  
wins  and  loses  +,.+ee+o. +.+ ,+ .o + Houston ,oot u. * is substitute one word for the Nob dywho gained 1,000.. 
MIAMI (AP) -- Houston Phillips said. : Griese, under flre through against the Dolphins this other. A first down will yards is going tolose any TheJuvenilesreallytooki Ziegler put the Skeena head 
Oilers' coaches were yelling The victory marked ihe most of what's been one of season. • require 10 metres instead of credibility with the switch to to McEwan" GM last night, 1.0. Cary Humphrey got the 
angrily in the post-game fourth time this season a 'the worst slumps of his 13- But over-all, Miamis '10 yards. 1,000metres~'" scoring six goals in the Terrace back even with only 
locker room, but Miami Fritsch field goal provided year career, said: "Of defence.was solid, holding ' For the ball-carrier Mellor won't predict second period en route to a eight seconds left in the 
Dolphins' locker room was Houston's winning margin, course, that'sthe worstthing quarterback Dan Postorini scramming for a first down, exactly whenthe CFL, will go 13-3 win. second, but that was all the 
quiet -- an angry quiet. He tied the game with a 46- in the world that could have to 25 yards passing and three a little more effort is metric, but he has a rough In the other game, Skeena offence the Terrace team 
Three field goals by Toni yarder to open the second happened in that situation. I times stopping the Oilers required. Since a metre is 1 ,~,~hl s Hotel eased past Terrace could muster. 
FritsehandsomeosstlyDol- quarter, broke the tie with a didn't plan it that way. washouts first downintbe 1.09 yards long, hewilll~ve whole process is Hotel 3-1, getting two John Miller and Terry . unanswered oals in the Marleau scored third-period 
phinturnoversen.ab~dthe 48.yarderwithS:051eft in the Binghamjustrnadeagreat fourth quarter, to run almost one yard more Hockey goals forSkeenatoboost  
Oilers to escape me urange third quarter, then op@ned a play." "Our defence played their to move the weft•sUcks, second.period tie. them to the-win+ 
Bowl with a 9-6 National 9-3 lead with a 39-yarder just Gary Davis, in the Miami guts out, getting the field But Bob Mellor, sports Ken Gordon put Me.Ewan Next game in the Cam- 
Football League victory before thequarterended, starting lineup while half-positionmany, manytimes consultant f ,  the Metric curling aheadl.0at,3:,9ofthefirst mercia, Hockey league is 
back Delvin Williams. for the offence to score kome Commission of Canada, period, but the Juveniles got Wednesday night when 
Monday night. Rookie Uwe van recovers from two broken points," said coach Don insists it won't make much three goals in less than two Westend meets the Skeena 
"We played good when we Schamann belted field goals' ribs, fumbled twice-- at the Shula. "But we really hurt " difference to fans or players, winner 
had to," coach Bum Phillips of 32 and 51 yards himself Houston 15 in the second ourselves with fumbles and "You can watch the game minutes to move into a 3-1 Hotel. , 
was saying after the game. and was warming up for a quarter and at the Houston interceptions." and not even know there is lead. Doug Middleton, W lter Degerness an  Darcy 
Suddenly, one-by-one, potential game-tie kick with 48 in the final quarter. The  victory kept the anything different," he aays. T 
Phillips' assistants began two minutes left and the Earl Campbell, slowed to Oilers, 7-3, tied with Some Canadian high KAMLOOPS, B:C. (CP) -  Mallet all seared beet~eo~ln, errace, 
shouting as they discovered Dolphins at the Houston 20. 41 yards the previous two Cleveland Browns, one game schools have already Jack Hockey of Vernon, 16:50 and 18:31 of the peri . 
their lockers had been But on se'cond-and-seven, weeks as he recovered from behind PittsburghSteelers in switched to metric and the B.C.;'seored two in the 10th Simon Do~d o , ,~  ~+ Kit i  
stripped of watches, wallets lie•backer Gregg Bingham a thigh bruise, gained 121 the AFC Central. The university footckkueagues, end Monday night to defeat second. o o . or e mat  
and rings during the game. picked off a Bob Griese pass yards on 32 carries to Dolphios, 6-4, fell a game are tinkering with the idea. Vaneouver'sBrentGfles3-2 Juveniles at 5:15, added h op play 
"I've heard of poor losers, at the 15 and'returned it 54 become, the first running behind New England For instance, Mellor .was and capture the $10,000 first another at 5:29, got an assist 
but that beats everything," yards to clinch the game. back to break 100 yards Patriots in the AFC East. in Nova Scotia recently, to prize in the Crown of Curling on the third goal of the period O 
• help the Atlantic Univer- competition, by T e~-y Olson to make the 
Giles broke a 1-1 tie in the score 6-1, and added a third Terrace and Kitimat good . ,  Football COlffe~mnee Men's Basketball Leagues Habs  not  look ing  +. .o .=+,+~o ninthendtogoahead2-1but at12:45. ' e~lb|tlon gim e Sept. 9 at failed to catch H ckey in the Rob Demlmter and Dave play interlocking games 
• AntigoniJh, N,S.,between St. final end. Smyth added goals before tonight at Skeena Junior 
By TERRY SCOTr behind and maybe never complete most of their often- shutout of the season 'and Francis Xavier X.Men and Giles advanced to the the end of the period, which Secondary School. 
MONTREAL (CP) -  For catch up." sire attacks and directed said' that it couldn't have "St. Mary'd Huskies of finais with a 4-2 decision over also saw Gordon get his Industrial from Kitimat 
40 uninspiring minutes, even Lafleur took matters into just 15 shots at netminder come at a better time. Halifax. Gary Sigurdson, also of second goal for MeEwnn. plays Skeena Hotel Orphans DaveSmythsonredat7:17 at 8 p.m. and City Centre 
Montreal Canadiens began his own hands by grabbing a Gary Inness during the first "I had no choice but. to Mellorsaysltwillbe onlya Vancouver, while Hockey 
to wonder whether theyhad pass from Larry Robinson twopeHods, play well tonight. The way matter of time before all stickhandled by Calgary's d the tidrd to make the score #ays Kluss and Sons at 9:30 
These are the first of six reported for Monday night's and firinghis 13th goal of the "We weren't playing to- things were going I had to football eagues go metric, Paul GowseU 6-5. 10-2. Darryl Mallet got p.m. 
• me" National Hockey League season at the 1:47 mark, gether," said Lafleur. come up with a good ga . including the professional Sigurdson took third place MeEwan's last goal at the 10 
game. before putting a lock on the "Personally, I think the Larocque blocked 32 CFL. " andtJ,500witha6-Swinover minute mark, and Larry scheduled evenings of in. 
"We talked in the dressing contest by converting Pierre problem is tllat we're drives and was particularly "We are raising a Gowsell whose rink earned Nordstrom got the hat trick terlocking play between the 
room between the second Mondou's etup at 16:51. matching line against' line, sharp in the final period generation of kids who are 1~,.500 for fourth place. "in the last half of the third two leagues. Wednesday 
and third period and told Before Lafleur's ex- which we've never done in when the Capitals unleashed going to be a con/used with Other members of the period to finish the rout. night All Seasons plays 
ourselves that we'd better plosion, however, the two the + past. Now, everyone 14 shots, yards as we are with metres Hockey rink are third Doug In the other match, the Teachers and Ev's Clippers 
wake up," said Guy Lafleu.r, teams provided a perfect jumps on the ice and they Coach Bernie Geoffrion, now. Those kids will be the Smith, second Brian Lemoel teams played 35 minutes of meet Village at 8 p.m. and 
whose two thirdperiod goals cure for insoinnia as 15,653 don't have.their mind on the who irked Larocque by football fans of tomorrow, and lead Lane Murray. scoreless honker before Ken 9:30 p.m. 
provided Montreal with a 2-0 fans at the Forum voiced game because they don't starting Denis Herren in the and the CFL will have tO 
victory over Washington their displeasure atthe long know how long they're going nets for two straight games adapt o them." "@ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • ~ e 
last week, expressed his Ottawa Rough Riders tried Capitals. : stretches of inept play. to be out there." 
"We had been playing too The Canadiens, who have Goal tender  Michel " pleasure with the shutout, uslngametrle fl ld in one of ~ The Music That Changed The World. • • 
defensively' waiting f°r tbe been marked bY in" Lar°cque' victimized for five Michel made some out" tbeJr Scrimmages this year' : S / : 
breaks," added Lafleur. "If consistency most of the goals in a 5-4 loss to standing saves and I hope it Mellor says the team's 
you do that and Washington season, were particularly Philadelphia Flyers last gives him confidence," Said reaction was "100-per-cent 
scores a goal you can fall impotent as they failed to Saturday, recorded his first Geoffrion. positive." Coach George 
Brancato found that "the 
difference between metres announced and yards is SO .a l l  It Schenley  f inal ists reaUy d .n ' t  affect he way "~ me game is #eyed." ~ 
. But the CFL's front ~flce , . 
..MONTREAL (cP)~After. be  waged., between Ed-'.. for. outstanding Canadian opposed by wide receiver iS Cautious. 
finishing atop their monton'sWaddellSmith, the heriors this year. Martin Cox of Ottawa, a 
respective conferences in the CFL's leading pass. receiver The 28-year.old Petterson, product of Vanderbiit "One of the fears is that 
Canadian Football League, during the sQason, andDavid who joined the Tiger-Cats University in Nashville, the extra yard for a first 
Edmonton Eskimos and Green of the Alouettes, last season, was a key factor Tenn., who figured down gives ammunition to 
Montreal Alouettes fittingly equally devastating along in Hamilton's third-place prominently in the Rough those who advocate four @ 
dominated the finalists in the ground with an East- finish in the EFC. Riders second-place finish downs. It is feared thie will 
balloting forth•t979 Schen- rec0rd-setting 1,678 yards. The Tiger.Cats also are in the East by catehing seven drastically alter the game, 
iey Awards announced represented in the top TD passes, with fewer punts, less 
Monday. Smith caught 13 touch- defensive player category as The winner of the wok passing and more of a @ 
Four members of the Es- down passes, whileGreen set linebacker Ben Zambiasi outstanding player award ground game. 
kimos, who followed their a CFL mark by rushing for , faces John HeRon of Win- will receive a $3,000 Canada "They aim have to worry @ 
1978 CFL championship with more than 200 yards ~wice in nipeg Blue Bombers in the Savings Bond, while the about public acceptance." defenders' vote. runner-up will get $1,000. But in a way the public is e 
another Western Conference: a game. . The "~0ting tar offensive Winners in the outstanding already starting to accept it @ e 
title, were Voted as finalists I for the five trophies, which At least one member of the lineman of the year focuses Canadian, top offensive 
will be presented here Nov. Eskimos is in familar on MikeWilson, a32.year-old lineman and defensive @ e 
22 during Grey Cup Week. territory as a Schenley guard with the Eskimos, and player categories will earn NFL @ 
The Alouettes and Award nominee. Defensive 34-year old guard Ray $2,000 bonds, while the rookie @ 
Hamilton Tiger.Cats each tackle Dave Fennell carted Watrin, who has spent five of the year will l;eceive ~T~TS • 
have two finallsts from the home the trophy as the top seasons with Montreal.. $1,500. 
Eastern Conference, defensive player last season Edmonton's  fourth Runners-up in the last four e 
The battle for most out- and will battle wide receiver nomineeis Brian Kelly in the categories will each receive CONFERENCE @ 
East @ standing player honors will Leaf Pettersen of Hamilton top rookie balloting. He is a $500 bond. AMERICAN WLT F APCt @ 
.7 3 0261 155 300 
for battered k ids  , . Norton work ing +.+, ,.o,,,,.+ • NY Jets 5 5 0 221 249.500 Buffalo 4 6 0 200 185.4C0 Baltimore 4 6 0 171 207 MOO @ 
By WILL GRIMSLEY the most destructive fists of many experts scored for dingo and Drum and has two central Pros 8 2 o 264 ~s~ .so• @ 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The the generation are being Norton. in the works. He isacom-  c teve  73o,3s,2,.7oo R E M LEE THEATRE 
man who broke Muhammad preserved for exposure to It was the latter fight in mentator for NBCTV, Houston 73 0 212 212 300 • 2 11 1 +16.200 . . l l • @ 
• Was l  Ali's jaw and in the +plnion the Hollywond and television Yankee Stadium" when he assigned t° tbe Olympic ¢ ncl 7&8 8PM 
of many ringsiders cored screens, The energies long came so close to the, un- Games in Moscow, He is Son OleOo , + 02,I 17+.,00 ' NOV • 
three victories over the devoted to ring violence are disputed world hea~;shveight taking lessons in acting and D¢~ver " 73 O +U l£V 300 4 0 228194.6 0 e • 
, ELIZABETH SEOONDARY greatest fighter of the age being diverted to the dis- crown, that drained Norton elocution. Oakland , nT Kan City 4 6 0157152M00 @ can't stand to see a small couragement of parental of all of his spirit. His heart, however, is with seattle ' @ child cry. abuse of children. In 1977, he knocked out kids..Heis deeply involved in NATIONAL CONFERENCE o EHt @ 
"I have seen them with "I never want to fight Olympian DuaneBobickand Bronco'Junction, a charity I~tlas e2 02 ,91 ,0 .800  @ NOV 9 8 PM 
their noses broken, their a~ain," Norton said en route Lorenzo Zanon twice and on for asthmatic( battered and ~lts 6 4 o ~ ~e7.60o O ]Y$163.600  • ' 
6 0 162 195 .a00 . Tickets Available at: Terrace Sight & Sound, Kltlmat eyes blacked and their little to = a broadcasting assign. Nov. 5 beat Jimmy Young abused children. Wash 6 ~ e 
3 7 O 190 206.300 bodies, bruised all over," went in Scotland. "I want to for the WBC portion of the "It tears your heart out to NY Giants 4 
says Ken Norton. "I've seen build a new life for myself in heavyweight title which he look at some of them," he st. Louis Central e Sight & Sound, Kltlmat Photo, Klldala Grocery, • 
them after they've been acting and broadcasting. I lost eight months later in a says. "I don't understand Tampa Bay I 3 O 194 160 300 Whltesall Grocery. Chicago S 5 0 18.$173 .SO0 • 
• Mlnn 4 6 0161 232 .dO0 S8 S9  tossed out of three-story want o spend my spare time 15.round ecision to Larry how parents can be so cruel. • Advance Door 
windows and dumped into a helping kids beaten up .by Holmes. His decision to APPEAL AWARD oreen say+ 3 7 o 1522o3.3oo @ 1 9 0 148 245.100 
• - -  • Wast scalding bathtub, parents and hung up on .retire came after Earnie NEW YORK (AP) The 9etro;t @ 
"Abused and molested drugs." Shavers knocked him outin National BasketballPlayers' New art S 5 0 2~ 205 .SO0 @ 
idds are the greatest tragedy Norton, who learned to the first round last March. Associat ion appea led .  Lot ~r~ s s o+~910s.s0o @ 
of our time." fight in the marines/had i~is As a fighter, Norton made Monday the compensation Arran*, ~ + o ~o~ s.~0o SsnFrsn t , O1. /0.1 0 @ 0 0  0 0 0 @ 0 0  @ • @ @ e g g -  • 
The 6.foot-3, 220-pound first pro fight in 1968. ~ around $10 million, exceeded award issued by NBA Monday Resutt 
Norton, one of the most But the world became only by Ali and Joe Frazier, commlssionerLarryO'Brien Hou~;ongMlaml6 
superb physical' specimens aware of him on March 31, and handled it discreetly, in the Bill Walton freeagent [ 
the game has produced, has 1973, when he fractured Ali's Today be is an.owner of case. " ' '  . . . .  + WATCH FOR OUR I 
hung up his gloves and jaw andscored a 12-rotmd apartment houses and in-O'Brien awara~  oru,ana [ GRAND OPEN|N6 I turned his attention to upset in a non-title bout. He dustrial complexes in the forward Kermi: wasnington, 
gentler and more charitable fought All again Ir~ Sep- Los Angeles area. . centre Ke.vin Kunn.e~,_ taW 3
pursuits; tember of the same year and Already he has starred in drst.rouna oratt cnomes, 
two motion pictures, Man- $350#00.. I The handsome features on Sept. 28, 1976 -- brutal • COMING S00N . 
which have heen subjected t° brawls he lost but which . . . . . . . . .  1 
''++ ' R iver$ ide  Au l°  Wreck i 'g  i hn . ra ,  Eh, clric - Admiral - Mollal " RClt " '°sh'ba I 
d Cars 8, Trucks I I !lINE-UP use+,~._ , , .o .  +,++ i i TOil.. llall . l}elehr - Jklar - Bradmoor " Huppe " Grangl 
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FORMER TERRACEFAMILY 
Transferred to trouble . 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
National Attention has been focused on the plight of 
• former RCMP officer A! Thiel, who was fired from the 
force last week when he refused a transfer out of 
McBride. 
Relatively little has been said, however, of the 
problems being experienced by his replacement, 
former Terrace RCMP officer Steve Hrycuik. 
Hrycuik, his wife Dolly and their two daughters 
arrived in McBride, located in central B.C., in mid- 
August and unaware of what they were getting 
themselves into. Upon arrival, Hrycuik found himself 
embroiled in a dispute centering around the officer he 
• was supposed to replace. 
Thiel simply refused to accept a transfer to 
Williams Lake, In fact, he wouldn't vacate his living 
quarters at the McBride government quarters, a 
residence which was supposed to be available to allow 
the Hrycuik family to move in. 
"At first we looking into renting an appartment or 
house, but we couldn't find anything suitable, related 
ltrycuik. "So we moved into a motel, we certainly 
didn't think this would last this long." 
Corporal Hrycnik and his family have been living in 
the motel and out a suitcase for nearly three months 
now, waiting for the day Thie l  leaves. 
While the transfer case is being fought in court, the 
Hrycnik family's effects and furniture remain behind 
in Terrace. 
The local media has made a big issue out of the Thiel 
affair, and national stories relate how the entire' 
community of e00 has mobilized to support TMel's 
case. 
Hr~,cnik says the whole thing has been "blown out of 
proportion." 
There have been occasions when he has run into 
someone who gives him the cold shoulder (because 
he's Thiel's replacement), but generally the former 
Terrace officer claims "it hasn't bothered me at all." 
Hyrculk has worked with Thtel, and there is no re~! 
animosity between the two men, though Thiel's 
position has led to some inconveniences for Hrycuik. 
lirycuik doesn't agree with Thiel's stand, however. 
"What mobility would the force have, ff all the 
people refused transfers all the time?" he asked. 
Hryculk also noted Thiel had been given the due 
ocess of appealing a transfer, but had been turned 
wn. 
Hryeulk, who worked five years in Te~ace and says 
he was happy here, was offered another transfer when 
the Thiel affair blew up. He politely declined the offer 
'to work in Prince George. Why? The answer is quite 
Isimple, this being the first opportunity be's had to be 
Jin charge of his own detachment. There are only three 
,officers at the McBride station, SO Hrycuik has 
tdecided to weather the storm in McBride. 
Any inconvenience is of my own volition," he con- 
. duded. 
JOINT HEAL TH SAFETY PROGRAM 
Fryer says.gov't opting out 
VANCOUVER(CP)--The deliberately sabotaging a agreement, the health and safety area Secretary Hugh Curtis to 
British Columbia Govern- planned joint occupational John Fryer,. BCGEU and looking for a way out of bring these ministries into 
ment Employees Union health and safety training 'generalsecretary, said some the program, line. 
today accused some program agreed to in the ministries are paying lip Fryer called on Premier A BCGEU . spokesman 
.government ministries of un ion 's  co l lec t ive  service to major problems'in Bill Bennett and Provincial named two of the ministries 
It was a year ago that f lood in this area took out bridges. 
The Herald notes the occasion with photos  pages 10 and 11. 
CHIEF CORONER SAYS 
They need to be experts 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- coroner's appointment, is September tothescene of a prehensive review 
Chief provincial coroner Dr. 
William McArthur said 
Monday he would like to see 
coroners develop expertise 
in the areas of suicides, 
hospital deaths and deaths 
resulting from industrial 
accidents. 
"I feel we work in an era of 
technical specialization and 
I would like to see coroners, 
individually, develop ex- 
pertise in specific areas,, he 
said. 
There are about 150 lay 
coroners in British Columbia 
who are paid for each 
inquest on a fee basis,'and 
six full.time coroners. 
McArthur, a retired 
Canadian Armed Forces 
lieutenant.colonel and ex- 
pert on accidental deaths, 
was appointed to the newly- 
created position of chief 
coroner in March. 
MeArthur said that under 
the Coroner's Act the 
training and administration 
of provincial coroners is his 
responsibility, but a 
Ambulance 
diverted 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Ambulance officials gave 
¢~lority to a man reported 
ing of a drug overdese 
when they diverted the only 
available ambulance from 
picking up a man whn died 
from a nosebleed, city police 
Inspector VIc Lake said 
Monday. 
made by order-in-council, light plane crash near Port 
In the area of tran- MeNeilI, B.C.• 
sportation accident in- This idea of specialized 
vestigation, coroner Joe coroners is unique in 
Carpenter has already de- Canada, McArthur sa id ,  
veloped expertise, he said. adding that he thinks other 
Carpenter heads a unit set provinces would copy the 
up as part of a new forensic model he hopes to establish 
investigation division in the in B.C. 
coroner's office. He led a The B.C. coroner's service 
team of investigators in now is uqder a com- 
, NOTICE OF POLL 
Regional District of Kit imat.Sf lkine" 
Public notice Is hereby given to the electors of the 
Regional District of Kltlmat.Stlklne that a poll has 
become necessary at the election now pending and that 
I have granted such poll; and further, that the persona 
duly nominated as candidates at the said etectlen, for 
whom only votes wlil be received are: 
Such polls will be opened at: 
Tahlten Band Community Hall, Telegraph Creek 
Iskut Band Community Hail) Iskut 
Recreation Hall, Bob Qulnn 
on the 17th day of November, 1979, between the hours of 
8:00 a.m. and 8:OS p.m., of which every person Is 
hereby required to fake notice end govern himself 
.accordingly. 
Given under my hand this 31st day of October, 1979 
Mrs. Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
by Attorney-General Garde 
McArthur with the aim of Gardom said he expects 
developing long-term Me.Arthur's report by the 
alleles, end" of the year. 
NOTICE OF POLL 
Regional District of K l f lmat -S f lk ine  
Public notice Is hereby giver1 to'the electors of the 
Regional District of Kltlmlt.Stlklne that a poll has 
become necellery at the election now pending and that 
I have granted such Poll; lad further, that the persons 
duly nominated as csndldatel at the said election, for 
whom only votes will be received are: 
OTHER l u . . . . I . - .  ' " "  I..,..,,.,,,o,.,,.. !o,..,.,.. pIR lECTOR IOFFICI IADDI~III 
: O~m.Wl~ [~lce Anita ! ylalr| lY~ McCcmnldl Homlmakw d rwrm, 8.c. 
Kin" Stm Howlrd ! I~r l  LR. 2 LiikidM I.Akl Self.Employed 
rerraco I g.C, 
Such polls will be opened at: 
(]e's Place, Lakelse Lake 
Recreation Centre, Kemano 
United Church Office, Klsmtu 
Hertley Bay Band Office 
Early Residence, Usk 
Recreation Centlre 
Recreation Centre, Kltamaat Indian Village 
Rosswood General Store 
Thornhlll Elementary School 
Clarence Mlchlal School 
on the 171h day of November, 1979, between the hours of' 
8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., of which every person Is 
hereby required to take. notice and govern himself 
accordingly. 
Given under my hand this 31st day of October, 1979 
N~'S. Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
as environment and forests. 
"Five workers have lost 
their lives so far this year in 
on-thejob accidents," Fryer 
said. "Not to mention the 
:fact that it cost the tax. 
payers of B.C. $6.7 million 
for work-related accidents 
and diseases among gov- 
ernment employees in1978." 
Fryer said the program, to 
he administered by the 
Workers' Compensation 
Board, was scheduled to 
train six union and 'six 
management nominees to 
travel the province training 
local health and 9afety com. 
mittees. 
"We had our first in- 
dication that the program 
was in trouble when various 
ministries ofthe government 
started refusing our. 
nominees which were drawn 
from all parts of the 
province," he said. "All 
management nominees were 
selected from the Vancouver 
and Victsriaerea, nd some 
indicated ~not  only were 
they not willing to travel, but 
would only be available for 
two days a week." 
• Fryer said he fears the 
WCB will have to cancel the 
progr~im as a result. 
• He quoted a policy 
statement from Bennett 
distributed to all govern. 
ment employees last June in 
which the premier said: 
"Every level of government 
has the prime responsibility 
to take all reasonable steps 
to protect he safety of all 
employees against work 
accidents and occupational 
health hazards." 
Fryer said he cannot 
believe that the premier or 
Curtis can be aware of the 
situation, adding that he 
hopes that they will act 
quickly to get the program 
rolling again. 
Pressed garlic yields more flavor than diced gar c. 
i 
DISTRICT OF T[RRAC[ 
Swimming Pool Program Openings 
We still have spaces available In the following 
programs: 
R.L.S.5.. Junior & Senior Artificial Resusltatlon 
National Association of Underwater Instructors 
5kin Diving Course 
Ladles Maternity League. (Gentle Water Exercises) 
R,L.S.S. • National Life Guard Certlflcaflon 
(Minimum required Bronze Cross) 
"COME ALONG WITH US" and sign up now for these 
AQUATIC  PROGRAMS 
For further Information phone 
638-1177 
ask us about you. 
.... ~ l l i ta ry  Career C'oLJnselloi with 
the Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit 
can help you to make important decisions 
about your future. In the wide range of 
opportunities offered by the Canadian Forces. 
you may find just what you're looking for. And 
y0u'll be paid to learn a trade. 
Talk to 
CPO Dennis KeDegommeaux 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
TERRACE on Wednesday, 7 November 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
~ ~  There's no  l i fe  l ike it .  
The Canadian Armed Forces 
Van and wagon... 
The best of both 
Combine the c 
van, and the c 
station wagon 
have the new ~, 
Vanagon, 
It offers a total 
new look to m~ 
it more ottracti~ 
more loading 
space to let it 
work harder; a 
wider track anq 
4-wheel 
independent 
suspension to 
make it more 
comfortable• 
Come in soon 
and check it oL 
The newVW Vanagon 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 River Rd. 635-5844 
....................................... j 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less ~2.00 per In 
sertlon. Over 20 wOrds 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecullve Insertions 
~1.50 per ;nsertlon. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been set. 
CORRECTIDNS.' 
Must be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
me Incorrect ad. 
6OX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
1~1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLA5SIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate llne. 
Minimum charge ~5.00 per In- 
sertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL lad 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
!3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS* 
~0~a per line per month. 
4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
OISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
I~bllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I1:00 a.m. on day previous to day 
of publlcotlon Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
::':coMMuNITY ~ 
; r SERVICES ' Lk... ' 
COMING EVENTS' 14/.BUSINESS 
• :: PEII$ONAL 
16. 
LOST 
33.* FOR SALE ~ 
.... MISC., 
36. 
FOR HIRE 
38. WANTEB MISC:: 
Service chlrge of 15.00 un ell 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DE5CRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provlded news sub- 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or mere 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without pfi:ture. Sublect to 
"condeneetlan. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
BJrths 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
~rrlages S.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
h~5-norlal Notices S.50 
PHONE 635-635? 
Classified Advertlllng Dept. 
RATES 
Effective 
O¢tobor t, 19/I 
Single copy 20(: 
BY Carder mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mfh. 15.00 
By Mail 6 mth. 2£00 
By Mall t yr. ~5.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of Amorlca one 
year 55.0o 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME OELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & Dlstr I,.'1 
Phone 6~.&1~ 
Kltlmat & Olstrlct 
Phone 632.2"/47 
7he Herald reserves the rlght 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relict 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Hlereld Box Reply Sorvlce,and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
Box replles on "Hold" In- 
structlons not plcked up wlthln 10 
days of explry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless malllr~ Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid toss. 
All claims of errors In ad. 
verfisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 clays 
after the first publication. 
It Is egrecd by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of fellure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion fOr the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
onfy, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount pald for such 
advertising. 
Advortlsements must comply 
with the British Columhla 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
parson became of his race, 
religion, sex, corot, natlonallty, 
ancestry or place or orlgln, or 
l)eca,,ee his age II botwsen 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
II uatlfled by a bona fide 
requ rement for the work In- 
volved. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
39. 
MARINE 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
41, MACHINERY 
FOR SALE 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skesna Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635-3747 
or 635-3023 
48. SUITES • 
FOR RENT 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4437 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
;3907 Nbr. 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: "rues, 11 a.m.. 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m., Thurs. i l  a.m. • 9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. • 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635.5136 anytime. 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MOR E WE OPEN 
OUR DOORSTOTHE 
SENIORSOF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
Wag f far 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
Wesupply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any tlme between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
Klflmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
N~mtlngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 
8:38 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, Klt lmat General 
Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meotlngs - Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
Papa Relief 
Abertlan Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.4646 
635.9052 
638.1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.8:30pm United Church. 
• Mon. 8 p.m..Alanon.Skeona 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. g: 30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Woman's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7: 30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcappad are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discorded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllng or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
5a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make ahrangementi for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635- 
• 5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelte 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wesn 11 a.m. and 3 p,m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-a support service 
for women- 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
135.$145 
Drop In: 1O a .m. .  6 p.m. 
Mort. - Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Frldav. We offer a cem- 
forteule : relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet end share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays• Woman's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Statue of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday - Men and 
Woman's Rap. Thursdays . 
Woman's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- i 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1330 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslffers 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlflen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 pro. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES ' . 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
.2pm.  
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health. 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4~ • 5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Covent Players 
Verltas Hall 
Saturday, November 10, 
1979. Time: 2:00 p.m.••4:00 
p.m. All grade 8--12's 
welcome. 
NC..9N 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
will be held November 135h 
at 8:00 p.m. at 4741 Loan. 
• Anyone Interested In at- 
tending will be more than 
welcome. 
NC.13N 
You are all Invited to a Tea 
and Bazaar (and coffee too) 
which Will be held by the 
Osntannlal Christian School 
booster Club, November 10 
from 2:00--7:00 at the Cen- 
tennial Christian School 
(corner of Sparks and 
Stralme). Some features will 
be home baking flshpond 
games and handmade Items. 
NC..9 N 
Women's Night Out 
(Thursday, Nov. 8] will meat 
DEBRA LEWIS, coauthor 
of the book 'RAPE'. This will 
be held at the Northwest 
Community College, Room 
202, from 7:38 p.m. until 9:30 
p.m. Some transportation 
will be available. Call the 
Woman's Centre at 635.5145 
for more Into. 
NC.eN 
Please phone for ap- There will be a Vancouver 
polntment. People's Law School 
VED workshop on SEPARATION 
AGREEMENTS, at the 
VD CLINIC Library Ar ts  Room on 
Phone for appointment. Wednesday, November 7 at 
Treatment available. 7:30p.m. The speaker will be 
SANITATION Frank Jang. For more Into 
Public health Inspectors can cell the Women's Centre 635. 
assist with sanitation 5145 or the Kermode 
problems, such as food F.rlendshlp Centre 635.4906. 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private DIABETES Film 'Four In A 
water supplies and Crowd" Wednesday Nov. 7 at 
nulu~cea. " u,,,-,';,,;~" #:GO :P.M.:~ ~AIIIs Memorial 
SPEECH and n=M~,m~.., i :~.1~ ~dl~/E~lucatlon" Room. 
CLINIC All Interested are welcome. 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel Sponsored by the Canadian 
63e.1185). The audiologist Diabetes Ass. 
will de hearing tests on NC.7 N 
referral by family cloclor or 
community health nurse. Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea 
Speech pathologist and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10• 
therapist wil l  carry out Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
speech assessments and Monroe St. 2.4 PM. (nc.10n] 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE Ladles Auxi l iary to the 
At 205.4621 Lazalle Ave. Tel. Royal Canadian Legion are 
635.9196. holding a bake sale In the 
Assessment and planning for Skenna Mall Nov. 10, 1979 at 
those ellglble for Long Term 10:00 a.m. 
Care. NC 9 Nov. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
[Wes Andrews] 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635-3479 
anytime 
(am.1.10-79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply --we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10-79} 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(am.1.10•79) 
Lost from Highway 25 on 
Sunday 28th Oct. Male 
doberman wearing collar. 
Answers to DIIIInger. Ph. 
638.826,5 
C54 Nov. 
Lost: 3 Dogs from Lanfear 
area. 
1 male.Husky.Sheperd cross 
I male- Maltese cross 
1 female-Black mln. poodle 
uncllppad 
635.6357 or 635.4755 
NC.TFN 
K mar t .  Terrace 
requires an Apprentice 
Mechanic wlth one year or 
more experience. 
Full time pesltlon. 
After 3 months entitled to 
full company benefits. 
Please apply In person to: 
K mart 
4761 Lakelse Ave. 
Skeena Mall 
(a.cffn) 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following ar.eas. 
1) Copporslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
Pls call Norms at 635-7496 
C'rFN 2•~.79 
Salesmen and service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
Contractor available for 
small remodelling and 
construction lobs, Phone 635. 
3261. 
C5.12 N 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall,  stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
638-109S 
A black male cat with large ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
gold eyes, In Copparslda GETT ING D INGY 
area. Ph 638.8257 LOOKING? If they are, have 
C2.9N them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
2776. (c40-12D) 
BACKHOE 
Pre-School Supervisor for 
wanted for Terrace Day HIRE 
Care. Call 638-1171, 635-2243 .,: Phone 
CFTN- 1-11.79 6384454 
6354757 
Interested In photography? (ctfn-2-10.79) 
Gain experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35mm single lens reflex 
camera, electronic flash ~r,,~ 
car necessary. Must "~ For Sale: Studio knitting 
available about 20 minutes machine 2 years old. For 
each morning and afternoon, further Information call 635. 
and about 1 hour each 7878. (c20-8N) 
evening for one week. Call Wanted to Buy: Bunk beds 
632.6694. "'" 
. . . .  and rollaway cots. Ph. 638. 
Dlstrlbutor for Cake and 8211 
Pastry PS.TN 
33. FOR SALE 
MISC, 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
,~messment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
United Church Tel and 
E l la l r  I)~:. let. 
No6 Nov. 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Set. Nov. 24, 
1979. (n¢-23N) 
First Annual Students 
Council Bingo. Tuesday, 205h 
of Nov. 7 p.m. Skeins School 
Gym. Proceeds to school' 
cafeteria. 10 games. $1200 In 
prizes (subject to turnout). 
$5 for first card, $1 for each 
additional card, (nc.SN) 
Skeins Valley Golf and 
Country C lub .  Annual 
General Meeting. An elec. 
tlon of Officers will be held 
on Wed. Nov. 14,1979 at 8 PM 
In the Terrace Hotel..All 
members ore urged to at. 
tend. 
NC-9 
BAZAAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal 435•7096 
Purple ladles Invite the 'PS-gN 
public to thelr fall sale and 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M..• 
4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. 
NC--17 November 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nnv~ 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
'KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Wednesday, November 7, 
1979 at 7:30 p.m. 
Terrace Mental Health 
Boardroom, 4554 Lazelle 
Ave. 
NC-7Nov 
Sales manager for Mrs. 
Terrace Art Association Williams Baking Co. will be 
Monthly PlctureLean will be Interviewing Interested 
held In the Library Arts parties November 13,14,15, 
~oom on Wednesday 1979, for cakes and pastry 
November 7th from 7:00 distribution In the Terrace. 
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Pictures on Kltlmat.Smlthers areas. We 
lean may also be returned are Interested In someone 
from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. carrtylng related Ilnes..-Own 
NC -7 N 
truck required. Please write 
1st Kltsumkalum GIrL to box 1225 C.O The Dally 
Guides are holding a While Herald 3212 Kalum Street, 
Elephant Sale Saturday Nov Terrace, B.C.(In strict 
17 at Upland Elementary In confidence with particulars) 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. C5.9 November. 
to 2 p.m. 
Nc-16 N 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of plonser life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In 5mlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationery. 
C15-12 Nov) 
Two truck tires Size 875by16. 
Mounted on Ford rims. 
$100.00 OBO Ph. 635.3960. 
CHEVRON CANADA LTD. C3.$N 
Regulres a comr01sslon For Sale: Firewood by the 
agent for our Terrace Bulk cord. Ph. 635.2670. 
Plant. The capital In- Nov 6and 9 
vestment is apx $140,000 with 
flnonclnR available. For 
The prlza winners for the more Into and to applY, pls 
Catholic Women's League 
raffle were drawn at the 'call B. Willis, Vancouver 
1~...7-6016 between 8 and 4. , bazaar, which was held on 
Wednesday October 24, 1979, 
at the Verltea gym. .  The 
winners were as follows: 
1st prize.hand hooked rug: 
Jose Carrelro 
2rid prlze.crooheted afghan: 
Shannon Howey 
3rd prize-doll with war• 
drobe: Diane Cey NC-6 N 
Filter Queen 
Sales and Service 
SEARS 
SALESAOENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3572 Deble Street 
Phone 635.7824 
10a.m. - 2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12.10-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 63,~5340 after 6 p.m. 
(am.i.10.79) 
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CAR~t]ERS 
In the foll0~vlng areas: 
Thor.hill 
:ottonwood St., Emplrei 
~t., Paquefle Ave., Kofued • i 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed .. 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess . Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newell, Golf  
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Ager, 
Gait, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you ere Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
6354357 
between 9 am andSpm. 
Kltlmat 
rukon St., Quail. Sterling 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
at: 
633-2747 
)nc•cffn) 
One 9" Belt Drive Table 
Saw. Has cast Iron top with I 
HPlndustrlal motor end also 
for sale glrl's 20" CCM blke 
and I utlllty traller. Ph 635. 
3430. 
P5.8 Nov 
Store Fixtures for male. Ph 
during the day. 635-6576. 
CTFN 2.11.79 
For Sale.Br0thers Manuel 
portable typewriter with 
corrylng case. In excellent 
condition.Like new. Only 
$100.00 Cell 635.492h 
C3-7 Nov. 
Like new mens and ladles 
golf clul~ with carts and  
esec. Ph 635-9280 after 6 p.m. 
1=2-7 N 
WANTED 
GooaSpot cash paid for 
used furniture, Runs, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy - sell - trade 
Gunemlthlng 
OUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace . 438-1613 
.'- . . 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Econor~y ,JI, Cleaner Air" 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
• AIR DUCTS FURNACESe 
aFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.529~ 
Kltlmat, B.C. vac IK5 632-2466 
Complete darkroom. Durst 
enlarger, developing tank 
trays. Contact printer and 
much more. Asking $175.00. 
Ph 638-1890 
132-6 Nov 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635.7117 for 
further details. 
CTFN~ 711-79 
410 John Doere Backhoe for 
fire. Phone 635.4081. [cm-5- 
I0-79) 
5 SlamP, se Kittens to give 
away. Ph 635.2746 after 5 
p.m. 
C3-6 Nov. 
For Sale. a male Alaskan 
Malmute puppy. 8 weeks old. 
Excellent show stock. 
Asking $250.00 Ph 639-1996 
after 5. 
CS•9 N 
Wanted to Buy-Batteries 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph 635-4735. 
P20.30 Nov 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
niture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfn-11-10-79) 
20ft Sangster with 165 Merc 
cruiser, trim tabs, Galley 
pack, portable head, ca, 
compass, stereo, dingy and 
trailer. Call 635.3204 after S 
p.m. 
CS.6N 
Wanted to rent by family of 
four 3 Br. house with 
basement. Needed by Dec. 15 
1979. 
P7.9 Nov 
Working couple requires 2 Br 
accommodat ion  Im.  
mediately. 
Weekdays 8:30 a.m.-4:30 
p.m. 635.6255. Local 52 after d 
p.m. Ph. 638.1080 
CTFN.21 .79 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
Bedroom house, duplex or 
tr'eller Immediately Have 
rezzgbevxogowlqntact Nbr. 4 
Reel Inn Motel or Mike at the 
Safeway Meat Counter. 
.P3-e•Nov 
Urgently needed two or 3 Br 
accommodation for steadily 
employed man with family. 
Ph 635-9264 
135 9N 
For Sale: Wm;ehBuse wlth 
heated Workshop and 
separate office space. 
Fenced with chain link 
fence. Complete security. Ph 
638.1324. 
P10•8 Nov. 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second floor. Air con. 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635-2582. 
CTFN 2.11.79 
• "~Valuable commercial ot In 
. . . . .  " _ . _ .  ' "T~H'ace. For sale or build to 
YlIIV~CKUUmp3COHPNeW owners requirements. For 
tubeless tires and wheals. Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
55;000original miles. Many 4114 Collect. 
extras. Ph 963.7823. CFTN.2.11-79 
C3-6 Nov. 
55. PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
FOR RENT4 bedroom house 
with one and one half baths, 
fllZe~la~e - In living room, 
~bed:-h'e'ateP in kitchen, 
carp~:d; . . . .  ¢'able T.V. 
soon,Insulated garage, big 
fenced back yard, storage 
shed. Kids and Pets allowed. 
5.6 km from Highway 16 East 
on Kalum Lake Drive (paved 
Road) Rent Negotiable. 
Cleaning and Damage 
deposit required. Interested 
persons pls view at the house 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
afternoon and evening. No 
phone number. 
C2-7Nov 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeana Valley. Many ex• 
cellent features, Including 
wall to wall carpeting, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
Located In a quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Pos0easlon can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2258 after 6 pm. (attn.11-10. 
7~) 
Lot For SALE Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with petentlal view. 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696. 
CTFN-211-79 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
reduced For more In. 
formation pls call collect 
deys•562.4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 
Three bedroom home, 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely lend• 
scapecl, 14X14 workshop. 
Very clean and well main. 
reined home. Ph. 635./455. 
P10-13 Nov. i 
For Sale By Owner 
3 Br. house has fireplace 
Non basement. Large lot 
52X210. Close to schools. 
Asking $45,000. For more 
Into piss call 
6311-1294 
CTFN 2-11-79 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
pot.e~tlal view.; $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696~ "(tiff1 .~. 10. 
79) 
Choice commercial lot at 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
535,000. Reasonable offers 
considered. Contact Marion 
Woodland at Alande Realty 
at 563.3332 or 562.4648. 
C4-7,16,21,30 NOV 
For Sale.Fully equipped 
convenience store with living 
accommodation. Store does 
a good year round turnover. 
For further Into plse write 
Box 1214 or call 635-3971 
CTFN-2il-79 
one' portable sawmill on 
Columbia trailer, with In- 
ternational power unit. Plus 
wheel loader. Contact John 
at 696.3324 In Topley. 
C10-13 Nov 
1972 Ford Custom 500 2 dr 
hard top 66000 miles Trailer 
Package, hitch receiver etc. 
$900.00 Ph 635-3744 or 635. 
6310 
132-6 Nov. 
1978 Plymouth Fury 20,000 
miles exc. cond. 4,500.00. 
Queen size waterbed. Frame 
and heater 5250.00. Home 
made voice of the Theatre 
Speaks. 635.9612. 
PS-gN 
'1971 Chrysler 4 door. Air 
conditioning and winterized. 
Excellent Cond. Ph '635•7837 
after 6 p.m. 
C5.12 Nov 
1971 Ford Torlno BIk and 
Wh. Brand new tires. Some 
rust. 58,000 miles S~00.00. 
Perfect driving condition. Ph 
635-2362 
C5.9 Nov 
h. 
1969 Toyota Corrolla for 
Sale. Ph 638.1212. 
135.6 Nov 
79 T.Blrd low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638.i366. 
(C15.7 Nov.) 
I.! 
1973 comet, 20,500 miles In 
good running condition. Call 
635.2158 after 5 
Ph.N9 
For Sale 1975' Brown with 
white stripe.Duster. In good 
running cond. $2600.00 OBO 
Ph 635.249o 
P5.9 Nov 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good fond. Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sail Ph. 
638.1605. 
CFTN 6.11.79 
1972 Datsun 1600 Pick Up. 
53,000 miles Good Cond. 
$900,00 OBO 
1975 500 Suzuki Street blke. 
Saddle bags and crash bar. 
$1,000 OBO Ph after 6 p.m. 
635-~/88 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 2g'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov.; 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632-2420. 
(c20-16N) 
MUST SELL IM-' 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trai ler.  
Asking $8,500. View at Reel , 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last tr.~ller on left. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
Must sell Immediately. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
$8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
trailer on left. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
NowYouSee It! 
For a winning combina- 
tion in a dining area, try 
mixing residential track 
lighting and a chandelier. 
Bronze  cyl inder Halo 
Power-Trac lampholders 
highlight the cabinets and 
counters. A Lite-Trend chan- 
delier lights upthe table area. 
1°2.7 N For your Xmas Shopping Track lighting, with in. 
visit Jeaneffe'e Ceramics In dividual lampholders, serves 
1974 Dodge Club Cab 1 ton. New Remo.Neleon Rd. to dramatize and spotlight 
Completely rebuilt over 1200 Candles and Borble Doll specific areas of items in a 
worth of new parts. New Clothes and Ceramics. ' 
paint. Asking $3,600. View at 4,15-7395 
The Real Inn Motel or Ph 638. 'P20-30 N 
1241 
C.~9 Nov 
In Hazelton 1972 12X50 
Embassy Mobile Home. 
Must be moved from slte. Ph 
collect, 112.559.4294 
C5.9 N 
For Sale: 1972 Statesma~ 
mobile home. 12x562. In 
cludes washer and dryer, 
frldge, stove, all furniture 
and appliances, lacy shed 
and porch. Clean and 
reasonably priced. For quick 
sale priced under Sl0,O00. 
Phone 632.3413 anytime or 
632-5069 after 5. (c10.12N) 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12XS6 with 10X!2 
finished addition . Un- 
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635- 
5539 
room. The chandelier pro- 
vides general ighting with 
five uplights set in clear 
glass chimneys. This partic- 
ular chandelier also has a 
concealed ownlight for 
illuminating the table area. 
Notice" of The mix and match can 
result in any style you wish 
Application for to blend with your home 
Change of Name decor. Lempholders come in' 
all shapes and finishes, 
Notice Is hereby given that cylinders, spheres, squares, 
an application will be made, pinehbacks. The chandeliers, 
tO the Director of Vital too, are designed in many 
Statistics for • change of forms--to evoke the aDd- 
name, pursuant to the ern feeling, nostalgia or the 
provlslone of the "Change of traditional. 
Name Act," by me: Mr. Try combination light- 
Duane Donald Clayton of ing for a space.saving, 
4702 Park, Terrace B.C. To energy.saving way to light 
change my name from Mr. up a room. ---t°i Deane Donald Bryant. Dated this 2nd day of November 1979. A1.TN 
Notice of 
Application for 
Change of name To keep gres,, 
between bric 
sprinkle the sl CTFN 31-10-79 
For Sale: 1972 12x58 ft. 
trailer set up In trailer park. 
For spilt, to view call 63.5- 
2506. (c20-8N) 
For Sale 1978 14X70 Maned 
Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Notice Is hereby given that 
an application will be made 
to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant at the 
provisions of "change of 
Name Act," by me: Mr. 
MJchea! Reglnal Clayton of 
4702 • Park Terrace. To I f  you're pinning a Stiff Set up and skirted In local change my name from fabric, use a bar of soap 
trailer perk. Ph. 635.9736. Michael Reglnal ClaWon to as a. p in  cush ion .  I t '  
M!cheA~. I~eg.lnal BryaoJ.  J~u.br gates the  p.ins. 
CTFN 2-11.79 ' . 'Dated ~.H~lr--tnd.: :dJ~'y ~ ~f !-.-((. " . .  
November, 1979~ ' 
1976 24X60 "Homco Mobile 
Home In Thornhlll. For more 
Into call Tom at 635-2261 
STAND , .... 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract will be received by 
the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031.7.17 JS 
located Branch 77 Ranger 
District Kfflmat number of 
hectares 32.2. Viewing date 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Vtewlng of the stand 
tending site prtor to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
Contact ST1031.2.25 JS 
Ilocatsd Cecil Crea k Ranger 
District Kltlmat. Number" of 
hectares 24.3. Viewing date 
November g0th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a lender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
Contract ST1031.2.24 JS 
located 6ranch W-61, ranger 
district Kltlmat number of 
hectares 30.3, Vtewlng date 
November 20th' 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory.• 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders le 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979 
Tenders must be submlffecl 
on the form and In the en- 
wlppes supplied which, with 
particulars may be obtelned 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
• The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
This call for fender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Columbia Intensive 
fo res t  management  
agreement. 
use 
Christmas 
Seals 
Fightthe 
.rK . 
cnppmrs  
EXCLUSIVE DiSTRIBUTORSHII b:  .......... 
. . avaJlAbl~Jn the ,,. 
' Terilce.Kltimat arm 
We are looking for an Individual or company to 
represent a revolutionary new concept In the food 
Industry. 
- -  one ;of a kind machine, never before displayed In 
your area. 
- -  absolutely no competition fro~ other manufac. 
turers. 
- -  excellent oroflt structure. For full details reply to: 
"rymsn Marketing Incorporated 
11017 Laurie Crescent 
__ Delta, B.C. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
For  Terrace Recreation Departments Winter Session 
(January - March) of recreation programs. 
Qualified Instructors needed In the Arts & Crafts, 
General Interest & Fitness areas. Experienced 
volunteers also needed to lead Sports programs. 
This season we are particularly looking for Instructors 
or leaders for: 
FITNESS 
Exercise to Muslc - 2 or 3 times weekday mornings. 
Co-ed Fitness. 2 evenings par week. experienced In 
phys. ed. 
Yoga - day and.or evenings.. 
Body building, 
SPORTS 
Martial Arts.  particularly.Instructor for children's 
luck). 
• Bodmlnton - for adults. 
Broomball eader. 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
1. Upholstery 11. Wlnemaklog 
2. Woedworklng 12. Bridge or Canasta 
3. Wood refinishing - evening Instructor 
4. Cabinet making 13. Instructors for Native 
5. Flower arranging Indian Crafts 
day or evening 14. Leathercraft 
6. Easter Egg Pelntlng15. Lapidary 
. Instructor for 16.. Weaving 
March workshop. 17. Spinning & Dying 
7.  Ethnic cooking 10. Watercolors 
0. Microwave cooking 19. Sculpture 
9. Breadmaklng 20. Balsa Craft & Model Building 
10. Cake decorating . Saturday. 
MUSIC 
Recorder 
DANCE 
Ballroom Folk Square 
Disco Dencerlze 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Instructors fo r  Senior" Citizens ~)rogram 
Seniors Activity Night Leaders - one evening a month 
First Aid 
Pre.school French Instructor 
Ideas for any other programs that you'd like to give or 
take -- Call Mary.Margaret or Terrl at 638-1174 before 
Nov. 23. 
1' 
The Herald, Tuesday, November 
FOR NEWS 
HOT OFF 
., . . . .. 
' . .  , /  . .  
THE 
PRESS ! 
ttJ,h" ;iJ ~ . : . "  . . . .  
Get  it all , , ,  
3 
'• [ 
• TERRACE-K IT IMAT in the 
"dal'ly herald 
News of your community...your country...domestic 
, and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
• f, irsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
t~ •', b." 
[¢a!l 635-6357! 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
daily aid 
6, •1979, Pap 15 
"c" 
j , ' .  
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. .-,+ ++., I.BAKERY ~+-+, ,.,. ' 
i ;"./:.:?i/.I- " .Pastr ieu 
, Cakes • Breads 
,,,+, attention 
to 
Wedding  & 
Bir thday Cakes 
"Your Personal Bakery" 
m '  
lifi++: +++ 1'erro, c 
.?+++: ~ l+ ' te r io rs  =[ td  
andid 
************************************ **************************************************** 
the frzendlies..t clerks in  town 
• I Id,  I. Overwa tea 
- ;~-  ~ ~ I JeWellers I I ~~ ' I This Tharsday,Friday and Saturday, 
DIP.HOBS ,WATCHES ,,,rlli/l,y~+.'F, .. ...... ,,,o Nov, 8-10, the verst am taurus 
i :~r ic id  allrchaadise ~ '~"r~l~f  I ," CRYSTAL ,.JEWELLRY ] I :=~r,:~,;:~'==,~ I wil! receive a free rose 
| tvi~ this cape,. ~ I ' ~ i I say '{"~. -~ , I to help celebrate 
I I our lstAa,iversary.. 
, , ,  / . . .  : 'U~ 
p.:,,.,+,,,,,,,, +:,s.2,,,:~ i+,,+~.+. L,,,+,,:,~+ +3~~+~311 "~'~ ~ " "~+~° I =,,',.,.e....,,,, 
o. 
• r , ,  - . . ,  . . ,+  
EARPIERClN6 SPECIAL 
I! l .  I.H - 12.H 
,~i-I-Iskeena mall  . ~35-2769 
• . .. . 
..:,. . . . .  oushioned oorlon linoleum 
:?i~ ,~.~!~!:!,~+i~"~ nq .  price 13" 
i:i::ii: I~I. /':: I i nw @AIml  Winner  of ~ihis week's plaque fo r  C lerk  of the Week !s to.owner of 
i .... " ~ " . . . .  ~U~u New Quadra  Trave l ,  George  C lark .  George  has been tn ie r race  Tor 
• +, ~i ~+';~.;+~:.;~i.~:.i.•~Nduood to V f ive  years  and has been co-owner and operator dur ing  th is  f ive year  
:'i;~ ;:~ ~' .~i.~'~; i*.~+..:~;'?+. ~ ", - "' ~-.'; ; " l per iod,  
~4610 L=zelle 635-66OO I 
i : ; : ?~ ,, I I I~EWOUADRA TRAVELI I ' Repa i rs  L td .  
~$ r one stop =hoppinl oentre ' • 
• ,!;;;*,,,,,- *.,,, I I  V - ' I I  ,0w.v,,,,., 
I , Ira,;'"" 1,--'-Hardware I /  FLY TERRACE-HONOLULU I I 
I ..,..~.~, . . . .  I /  m0H I I 'MrcAmOr" CASSL:TEs 
]>:,!r lclr les ,Dry hods I /  I I 4 tapes ia a storaprack 
t :,:::',, :::::-  I I  ,o.,,oo II • ~, 10" ,,,,,,, % 
i+~;;'~ ; l  ...... ' :~"'~ 4 ' - "~ ' - ' " - " '% I l l /  Book & pay 30 days in advame I' ,' =...-..,..o,.,.o..o-=.0..o.o+,+-~.,='°"" o ,..o.0 ,,.,r, =.. o .+.o. • "0 13" . 
• i • ,i~. *]. I ,~  ,~  ~ m~ I H I  I II Dine In the atmosphere of the traditional Bavarian • 
! +',! : ! ~.~ ~"  K] l  U ~ H I  I i Style. Select your meal from a most exhmllvo steak, 
;'l:~,i:."~,:;..! . [ ~ ~ v r j B E  " I i amafood, schnitzel and International menu In the 
'I ~:'~: ..... ~ 11  I I  ,,c,,,cN,~w.,. o,..,o, 
I~17 llroii; ~ ~33- -~ I I I+ :~- .2+.~ '~ '~ ' ° "~o I I LUNCH.Tues.toFrI. I,-2DINNER-Mnn.IoSun.5-,, 4623 Lakelse 63+ 4543 
- - ! : J~  : i .  • I • • ' . .  
~ r~,~,~ . . . . . . .  ~ ' -  
~:~"!~:i : ONE HOUR SERVICE 
,i i,+::: ~, , ,e  t , .= . , . . t ,  ~ ~,  ....   . Co . tes t  Ru les  . ~ .~~ 
,;,~;+~¢, + lork |n  town.  I. Only participating merchants employees are eligible. 
'*i '':, ~;:;;'~~-,~,~,~+~:; 2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the:  TIME CLEANERS 
, ';'<~, r Daily Herald. 
;I !"~ :t.'-';/~ " ~;*~ • 
I :l+~::.~:i,~ ~ who ..... .  works  (zt: 1. Any clerk my win once only, If a previous winner tops votinfl runner up For the best in 
~', . . . . . .  shall be chosen winner, suede & leather 
J : ' .  ,~.:-:':,.... . 
~,  4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots.. , .~ ~ i ,  ~,,,., , . . . . . . .  ~+ . clean I I1~ , 5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
~1 I IS Sl!i!lld ke dropped at tkii Daily Herald 
• ,.,. ,~!+++.+. ~." Clerk shall .man cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson, Plus minor clothing repairs ;?- - -W UilId I l l  Advlrtisill Banal[or, 
I 
' flu ll!rlH, 3212 l=liiia St. i. Judps decision final. ~ Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
I 
t '  
l 
